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PROBLEMS MD PRACTICES OF AFRICAN COUNTRIES O THE COMPILATION OF

PRODUCTION ACCOUNTS AUD COMMODITY BALANCES

INTRODUCTION

1. This'paper, is intended to highlight some of the problems' and

practices in the compilation of production-,-consumption-expenditure and

capital formation accounts in countries of the African region. An inventory

of the availability of these accounts and tables compiled in the region

will be attempted in this paper, the sources of data used examined, current

methods of estimation in both current and constant prices reviewed, and

problem areas.identified. This has been done subject to the availability

of information from the countries as contained in national as well as

international publications and the country replies to an ECA questionnaire ■

sent for the purpose in February 1971 (Part A of the questionnaire concern
ing production accounts and commodity balances is appended as Annex I).

2, For conceptual, definitional and classificatory guidelines on the

compilation of the S3JA accounts and tables on goods and services, and the

sources of data for, and the methods of compilation of, these accounts and

tables, the reader is referred to papers E/CN.14/IO.C/44 and B/CN.14/NAC/45>
both of which were prepared by the U.N. Statistical Office.l/ For problems'
and practices in the compilation of input-output tables in African countries,

he is referred to an EGA secretariat paper E/CK".14/NAC/43-;2/ • ■

3* It should be understood that the information contained in this paper

is incomplete in coverage and not necessarily up-to-date in.timing and is

consequently subject to later revision in the light of fuller information

then obtaining. :

ECA ^QUESTIONNAIRES

4. An ECA questionnaire on Production Accounts^ Commodity Balances, and

Input-Output Analysis at both Current and Constant Pricess was despatched

to the countries,in February 19.71 • However, up to. the time of writing

this paper, altogether 13 country 'replies were received, including 12 from

the English-speaking and 1 from the French-speaking countries, out of a

total of 42 forms distributed. Although the country replies-cover only'

about one-third of the total, information received in respect of selected

countries is of interest and given as followss

1/ % Structure, Concepts, Definitions and Classifications of the SNA

■ Accounts and Tables on.Goods and Services (E/CN.14/NAC/44.)*

The Methods of Compilation of, and the Sources of Data for, the SNA

Accounts^and Tables on Goods and Services (E/CN.14/^AC/45)»

2/ s Problems and Practices of African Countries in the Compilation of

Input-Outpu-t Tables (E/CN,14/NAC/43)»
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(a) Ghanas Recent achievements in the field of national, accounts include

the foilowings ■

- A.-mathodological manual on national accounting entitled Sources

and Methods of Estimation of National Income at Current Prices in

Ghana has 'been prepared for restricted circulation? . j

- Standard. Table 1 of the SNA has "been compiled (with the exception \
. of the columns on compensation of employees and operating surplus)"" . ; t
for the years I965-I968, -valuation "being at current producers1 '

■ prices ^ - . .-•... ""•'■.
i

- Work on'price indices for deflating the current series is "being -' ; *

initiated? '' . ' -

- Standard.Table 4 of the SNA on government final consumption expenditure

according to cost-composition and purpose, has "been prepared for ■

1.965-1968 5 ■ . ■ . ■ ;

- ¥ork on capital formation and external transactions is currently in

progress.

(b) Kenyat

- Production accounts for Kenya have been worked out in the form of , :

Accounts 11(6) of the SNA, for industries, for the years 1963-1969-
. . The economic activity breakdown of these accounts is based on a

- Kenyan adaptation of the. 3-digit International Standard Industrial .

Classification (ISLC). These accounts are aggregated at market

prices, and at factor cost In the Base of "value added" or "gross

domestic product" aggregates? . ;

- No general tables have been prepared on the basis of Accounts II(a)
of the SKA, i.e. accounts for commoditiess except for Account 4 on

capital formation. Estimates of capital formation are available,

based on an industrial breakdown by producing and investing sectors '

and a commodity breakdown by type of asset, dating ba^k to I964?

- Although Accounts II(a) of the SNA cannot be compiled for all the

years and for all commodity groupings? dating back to I963, it can be \
put together for I967 on the basis of the information, for the., input-

output matrix for that year; ■ . . \

- Data in the form of Accounts I of the SNA, i.e., the Consolidated :

Accounts for the Nation, can be put together for Kenyan ;

- By and large, there is sufficient data to establish Standard Tables

1, 3, "4 and 7 \ except for the flow • "increase in stocks") of : the' SNA, '
while Standard' Table 2 and Table 28 can be only 'partially filled ■ i

1 except for the ye,ar.l967| . . .. ;

- Work is currently under way on a provincial breakdown of the "national11 ,
paleulations on "Gross Domestic Product" by Industries, for the year ' j
I967. Industrially, the disaggregation. is. being.undertaken at.^ !
Divisional and in some cases Major Group level. Disaggregation is

being undertaken for all provinces in the country. The valuation
of the exercise is at factor9costj and the sources of data and methods

used are the same as those used for establishing production accounts

for the country as a whole.
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(c) Ivory Coasts

— Production accounts are compiled for 27 "branches of production,

with intermediate consumption valued at purchasers' values and

output at producers^ values. The accounts and tables are estab

lished for the country as a whole and.not "by geographical regions,

although regional estimates were done in some fields and for years

when regional surveys were made (notably for 1964—65)?

— The nomenclature of ISIC has not been utilised in the Ivory Coast

up to now, but as from the data for 1970, the new nomenclature of

production branches will "be in correspondence with it and it will

then "be easy to convert the latter into the ISIG. . ■

Nigeria £ Nigeria is currently drawing up a programme for the

implementation of the revised SNA and hopes to have the production

accounts for Nigeria under the new system compiled, beginning with

1969 at least, before the end of 1971.

(e) Sierra Leone £ .

— Production accounts in the form of Accounts II(a) and Il(c) of the
SNA are now being worked out for the year 1968, and also data in the

form ofsAccounts I of the SNA. Standard Tables 1 and 4 are now

being compiled and Tables 6 and 7 of the SNA are now complete!

■— The kinds of activity show for the.1968 accounts are agriculture,

hunting, forestry and fishing? Mining -and quarrying, manufacturing

and handicraft, electricity and water supply? Finance, insurance

and real estate. The flows are valued at producers1 prices?

— Commodity balances are now in the process of being worked out for

1968, Such balances have been worked out for a number of commo

dities key of which are Rice, Cassava, Palm Kernels, Kola nuts,.

Groundnuts, Beans, Poultry, Meat, Iron ore. Diamonds, Bauxite,

Stone quarrying. Petroleum, Kerosene, Cement, Electricity, and

Water transportation. Work is still "being done on the disposition

of these commoditiess which will "be valued ac producers1 values§

— No production accounts have s^ far been compiled for sel^ct^d

regions or areas in Sierra Leone*

(f) Sudani The accounts and tables of the revised SNA compiled by Sudan
for.the years 1966, I967 and 1968, include the fpllowings

— Consolidated Accounts-for the Nation? . ■

— Production accounts, which include Standard Tables 1, 6b and 7a

of the SNA, namely, tables on GDP and factor incomes by kind of

economic activity, final consumption expenditure of households in

the domestic market by object, and composition of gross capital

formation by type of capital goods;

~ Tables supplementary to Income and Outlay and Capital Finance Accounts,

namely, Tables 18a, 21 and 26 (abridged form), on national income,
income and outlay and capital transactions of the sub—sectors of

general government, and external transactions.
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Tanzaniaa A" publication entitled National. Accounts of Tanzania, 1.966

to 1968.x Sources and Methods has recently been' issued "by the Bureau

of Statistics, Ministry, of Economic. Affairs and Development Planning^

Dar—es—Salaam Consolidated Accounts for the Nation of the SKA have

been compiled for I966—68« Data on government expenditure tj purpose

and capital formation by type of capital good aave been compiled for

I966—I969. These estimates are published in the National Accounts of

Tanzania? I966 to I968 and the Economic Survey and Annual Plan

(h) Uganda1 Production accounts in the form of Accounts II(a) and Il(c)

of the SNA have been worked out for the economy as a whole and by

kind of economic activity. These estimates cover the period I960 to

I969* Data on Account 1 of the Consolidated Accounts of the Nation

of the SNA, namely, Gross domestic product and expenditure, are also

available for the same period. Standard Tables 1, 4 and 7 of the SNA,

have also been compiled with minor modifications, These accounts and

tables will appear in The National Accounts of Uganda, I96O-I9699

which will be published in due course and will also contain a

description of data sources and methods used*

(i) 'United Arab Republics Basic data required for the compilation of

production accounts for the whole economy are now available? The

compilation of Account lo Gross domestic product and expenditure

and Standard Tables 1, 2, 3? 4<=6 and 7 and Table 28 of the revised

' SNA, for the fiscal years 1966/67, 1967/68, 1968/69 and I969/7O, is
currently in progress and is expected to be ready in October 1971*

The data will be valued at producers1 values, and the kinds of

activity shown in the tables will be in accordance with the ISIC of

I9689 As basic data are gathered on a regional basis,, it should bo

feasible to compile accounts and tables for the regions, save for some

governorates* Commodity balances have been compiled for about 167 ,

commodity groups by the Egyptian Ministry of Planning^ As the "basic

data required for the compilation of these balances are now available,

the'CAPMAS (Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics)

,. intends, to work out commodity balances for the years 1966/67 — 1969/70*
The CAPMAS has been working- on an input—output table of the order of

44x 44 for the year 1966/67? and; in view of its 5-years statistical
programme, intends to construction these tables for the years 1970/71

and 1973/74 in the future*

(j) Malawi; Production accounts in the form of Accounts II A and IIC of
the SNA have not heen compiled^ However, information needed for the

compilation of Account'1 ofA the Consolidated Accounts for the Nation of

the Sli, i.ec.5 gross domestic product and expenditure, can be put

together* Standard Table. 6b. Final consumption expenditure of house

holds in .the. domes.tio,,market, by object, is .available for 1968 and will

be published mid-1971" Similarly Table. 7a of the SNA, dealing with

gross domestic capital formation by type of capital good, can be

compiled* '" The National" Statistical Office of Malawi intends to produce

more tables in line' with the revised SNA, in particular. Standard

Table 1, in its National' Accounts Report for 1969 to be published in

mid-1971- ■ ■- ■' :"'"-; '■" ■■■■' ■■■"■" ■ ■■" -
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AVAILABILITY OF STASISECS RELATING TO PRODUCTION ACCOUNTS AND COMMODITY

BALANCES:

5* By "production accounts" is meant to include all the Class II Accounts

of the Revised SNA,'namely, the accounts on production, consumption expen

diture and capital formation, in particular, Accounts IIA* Commodities

and Accounts IIC Industries, and the Standard Tables of the SNA that are

supplementary to these accounts, that is, Standard Tables 1 to 7 for data

inLcurrent prices and Standard Tables 8 to 16 in constant prices. Account

1 of the Consolidated Accounts for the Nation (Class I Accounts) on Gross
domestic product and expenditure, is also covered under the heading of

production accounts.

6» So far as estimates in current prices are concerned, the availability.

of production accounts data can be examined in terms of Accounts IIA and

IIC of the SNA and in terms of Standard Tables 1, 2 (or Table 28), 3, 4» 5*
6 and 7,' and Account 1, Gross domestic product and expenditure.

7# As most African countries are still in the initial stages of having

the revised SNA implemented, it is natural to find that' the data that are

currently available, relating to production accounts are compiled in terms

of the old SNA or some other systems of national accounting, e.g., the

French (courcier) system, rather than in terms of the revised SNA* The

current availability of national accounts data valued in current prices

and relating to production, consumption expenditure and capital formation

accounts in African countries, is given in country detail in Table 1? for

selected accounts and tables bearing on transactions in goods and services.

The current availability of national estimates at constant prices,' with

respect to GDP by type of expenditure and by industrial origin, together

with their respective base periods, is given in country -detail in Table 2,

8C As is pointed out in the secretariat paper E/CN.14/NAC/43 dealing .with
problems and practices of African countries in the compilation of input-

output tables, certain progress has been achieved in countries of the African

region in the implementation of .the revised SHA. Such information is given

by country in terms of the accounts and tables of the SNA, in Table 3* As

is already stressed in the above—mentioned paper, the progress made so far

has in most cases been linked with the, provision of technical (advisory)
assistance-by the United Nations in 'the way of providing to countries

concerned country experts or regional advisory service. The organization

and.successful, conduct of two regional Seminars on the revised SNA," one for

the English-speaking countries (Kampala, 13 September to 4 October, 1970)
and the other for Franco-phone countries. (Rabat, l"J May. to 6 June, 1971 )■?
have also made their due contribution to this cause,_ These seminars were

organised jointly by the ECA secretariat and- the Institutes of Statistics

and Applied Economics at Kampala, (Uganda) and Rabat (Morocco) respectively,
under the overall technical guidance of the UaN* Statistical Office,
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9- By commodity balances" is meant to include an analysis of the supply
and disposition of commodities or commodity groups in considerable detail/
Table 28 of the SNA is in fact a supply and uses table of' goods and services -
a kind of commodity balance. .The resources and uses table of the French - "
(Courcier) system is also a table on. commodity balances for the particular
commodity classification,used in that system- .. i^i^icuiar

.1.0.. .For a number of. the francophone countries in the region, detailed
commodity balances, indicating respectively the.supply (i.e. local production,
imports, trade and transport-margins) and the disposition of commodities
U,e., intermediate consumption, final consumption, fixed capital formation,
increase m stocks, and exports), have been worked out for, selected years
in great commodity detail. Examples are Madagascar (i960, 1962, 1966),
Mali (1964/65), Ivory Coast (i960, 1965, 1966, 1967), Niger (1962-1966
.Morocco (I960, 1966), Tunisia (196O-19645, amongst others! In the case of
Madagascar, commodity balances were worked out for 147 commodities in terms

Va^n?A Wd i°T 101 commodities in ^erms of physical quantities, for the
year 1960*1/ ,For the English-speaking African countries, however, such
balances have generally not been compiled, even though some countries, e.«.
bierra Leone, are currently working out these balances for a selected
list of commodities, while the U.A.R. has already had some years.of
experience in compiling these balances as-part and. parcel of a planning ■
exercise. . & .

11. On the other hand, for agricultural commodities the. PAO has .worked •
i°qL T/~ tmian?e Sheets for aX1 the countries of the region for the years
±yo4-oo.. ihe figures are given as averages for the 3 years in question,

_ and have been established by the FAO in consultation with.the countries
concerned, as part of the exercise fo-r the IWP (FAO'slndicative World Plan),
ilie format for the Food Balance Sheets used by the FAO, to be given in

Physical terms (e.g., metric tons),. .comprises on the side of supply, such
items as local production, imports, and withdrawals from stocks. On the

1/ % In the National. Accounts Statistics for Madagascar, i960,- the number
of commodity balances established were 147 in terms of value, and
101 xn terms of physical quantities. The distribution of the
commodities by commodity groupings of .the Courcier System is as-
follows %

■ ■ " ' No. of commodity balances No. of commodity

Commodity group " ^n ^ernis of value ' balances in terms
— ■—-—' ," ' - - ,of quantities

0. Vegetable and animal products ...... 34 37 ■
1. Food products ..................... 39 ...... a-\
2m Energy 4 ■ • ' „

3». Raw.materials and semi-finished products.24. \ 23
4.. Mephanical and .electrical products .... 9 - ■•.
5. Textiles and leather products. .......... 4

6. Miscellaneous manufactured products .... 7
7- Building and construction ............. 3 _
8i Services ., # 23 „

Totals; 147
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»•■■

«»■

7. Meat

8. Eggs

9. Fish . " ■

10. Milk and milk products

13, Fats and oils

12. Commodities ;

. 1» Cereals

. 2. Starchy roots and tubers

3. Sugar

4. Pulses, nuts and oilseeds-

5,' Vegetables

6. Fruit

12 It is-known that such food balance_ sheets es" ^

*krblCe°fromietheh^ Tnl Se llZ^TeAeT. ie FAO plans to prepare
available irom we £.av ta,"^ "basis of information made avaiiaoxe

commodity balances by computer, on +0.FAo^s questionnaire programme
■by countries on an annual basis in rep y including office estimates,

and any additional xnformati^n ™^a,ion o| future food balance sheets.
-These will form the basis 1 ^ he oountries should undertake an
It is further suggested by the 2A aVailahle to the FA03 in intervals
extensive, review of the «^mod^_a_,ewRi ve reviews should have the

BASIC STATISTICAL 3EBIBS ATO ACCTJEACT OF B30MAIBS:

13. in spite of the miscell any of accounts

that have been turned out ^.^^/^^ consciousness among both

commodity balances and

are

estimates and thereby

, however, no substi^te for

accurate basic data series

East Commission on Agricultural Planning,
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14. So far such appraisal of reliability, of^stimatee

SJ.T ^^^K

S3SS
data sources and coverage remain unchanged.

1/, The following ratios for "-rail accuracy of esti.ateB for ^

£& ^^fS-K-I^riX a»«nia respectively:

(a) Kenya (refers to I960 or thereabout)s ..
1 = Good estimatesi 5'per cent
B - Fair estimates: 10 per cent
C = Rough estimates; 20 per cent or more.

Lesotho (1964/65 and 1965/66)^

w
B = Very poor, ^^V^^g^/S11 °he loale of reliability ratings
^f^lr^^Vf^^ further specification.

o^ (relating to estimates 1955/56^^ &
Same ratings A, B, C, B, E, as I or aioBxj.=t .

"

services; ■ .■....'.. ■„...'. „ "...

■ ■ -1 ti m-f +hP rmP should l^e considered'as rough
* tiSS^I ^jfct^ SL? margins of error This inc uaes

5'1Biaresidual part of miscellaneous serTxces. Q

V
to 20 per cent; and C - more than.20 per cent. These ratings are
not applicable to the estimates for I966-68.
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15. Estimation of error margins for national accounting aggregates is

inherently a hazardous task even for the developed countries, for which

far better and more -extensive statistical series on production, consumption,

expenditure and incomes are available9 let alone the developing countries,

for which such important economic variables as the size and composition of

population, livestock, ^agricultural production, etc., are^often subject to

unknown margins of error. Thus, in a country where- agriculture accounts

for say 5^ Pe** cent of the gross domestic product? an under— or over—

estimation of agricultural production of 20 per cent would mean a correspon

ding under- or over-estimation of the GBP by at least 10 per cent. An

un&el?— or over-estimate of population would produce similar results if the

GDP estimates were linked in one way or other- to the sis© of population,

that is? if the production estimates were not made independently of population

estimates.

16, A summary of apparent avaialability of basic data series for African

countries is given in Table 4, The availability of these data sources is

termed "apparent" here, inasmuch as the censuses or surveys that were under

taken some years- back and consequently could be potential sources of infor

mation, might after all not be analysed due to one reason or another, or

analysed only after long years of time-lag. . ...

17« With the view of improving the current status of the availability and

reliability of basic data series,, a number of African countries have embarked

upon statistical projects of national importance through their participation

in the 1970 round of World Population and Housing and Agricultural Censuses

and the taking of national household consumption expenditure surveys and

industrial censuses or surveys. The participation of African countries in

world population" and agricultural censuses during the 50's, 60's and 70rs,

is provided in Table 5«

PROBLEMS MJ> RATIONAL PRACTICES* SOURCES OF DATA AMU METHODS OF ESTIMATION

18. In this section of the paper it is intended to deal with the main

sources of &ata9 methods of estimation used and majoi1 problems encountered

in. countries of bhe region? at one go with respect first to the industrial

origin of the gross domestic product and then to the expenditure on the GDP*

In a brief papers-It is obviously* impossible to deal with" all these topics

in.sufficient detail. Nevertheless, the main topics will be covered and

major problem areas identified and exposed. The description and appraisal

will- proceed under the following headings* . . .
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(&) GDP "by kind of economic activity^ .

(i) Agriculture, hunting^ forestry and fishings
(ii) Industries (mining, manufacturing, electricity, gas and ;

water) ;■ .
(iii) Construction? . ft
(iv) Commerce and transport? ■ ■■ . ■■

: (v) Real' estate (including ownership of dwellings)|
(vi) Other servicesf . ,.

(vii) Producers of government services? "

(vj,ii) Producers of private non-profit services to households*

(b) Expenditure on the GDP (Problems only)s

(i) Private consumption expenditure?
(ii) Government final consumption expenditure^ . .

(iii) Gross fixed capital formation!

(iv) Increase in stocks;

(v) Exports less imports of goods and services.

(a) GDP "by kind of activitys

(i) Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishings

19- Problems concerning the availability and accuracy of data in respect

of the agriculture sector are immense. The lack of basic data from periodic

agricultural censuses and surveys of national scope, is chiefly responsible

for this. The problems and country practices.will be examined in respect

of agricultural crops,, livestock;, forestry, fishing and hunting? and

producers' prices. The estimation of gross output., intermediate consumption,,

depreciation, and factor incomes originating in the agriculture sector will

also be touched, upon,

A, Agricultural Cropss

20. Fox countries which follow the production approach, crop production

is built up by multiplying estimated acreages under crops by their respective

yield rates. This is easier said than done. Although crop-cutting ex

periments have been carried on for some years and have been increasingly

used as a means of obtaining reliable data'in many countries of the region,

they have been limited, to a small number of cash or staple crops only.

To obtain variation in crop yields from one year to another and to get

reliable data on yields, crop—cutting would have to be done over a relati

vely large geographical area or areas and' to be carried out in successive

years and concentrated on a small number of key crops. The field work

involved in this can be time-consuming and costly.
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21. With respect to data on acreages under different crops, unless a

properly organised agricultural census has been conducted to gather -bench
mark estimates of the universe, the total number of agricultural holdings

or holders and acreages under cultivation can only he approximated through

the holding of successive annual agricultural surveys.. These surveys could

provide wild variations in.crop acreages from one year to the next. This

could be due partly to relatively large sampling errors, but possibly mainly
to non-sampling errors introduced through say, insufficiency in field
supervision or other reasons. Such non-sampling errors, if uncontrolled

and not kept to a minimum, could obscure completely the real variation in

the levels of crop production between 'successive years. This has in fact ..
been the case in some countries of the region.

22. Data on intermediate consumption is usually estimated from statistics
on imports and local production of such items as fertilizers, insecticides,

etc. In-'a few cases (e.g.,. Ghana).,' special surveys on a limited scale were
held in order to obtain data on intermediate consumption of arms in respect
of seed, implements, baskets, bags, etc.. Seed rates are normally obtained

as a technical factor, while in some countries (e.g., Nigeria), the only ■
intermediate input item taken into account was seeding* )

23. .With respect to the cost structure of crop production, Parm Manage

ment Surveys conducted on a small scale in some African countries (e..g.,
Kenya)' would be of value. As to factor incomes originating in the agri

culture sector, it' should be stressed that quite a number of African

countries are currently experiencing difficulties in estimating wages and-

salaries paid (including payments in kind) on account of lack of data on
hired' labour (as distinct from unpaid family labour and working proprietors)
and data on wages and earnings for farm workers. Where information on the

industry and occupation of persons gainfully employed has been obtained

in population censuses (e.g., the 19&7 population census of Tanzania),
this can be used as a starting point for making estimates of the flow of.

compensation of employee in the agriculture sector. Otherwise, information

on the size of hired labour and wages and salaries paid would have to be
obtained in nation-wide agricultural censuses or surveys, as is the in

tention with some African countries1 agricultural censuses (e.g., the
Phase II of Ghana's I970/7I agricultural census). Once the flow "compen
sation of employees" has been arrived at, operating surplus could be

derived;by difference, that is, if the other elements of value added, viz.,

consumption of fixed capital and indirect taxes net of subsidies, could

also be ascertained.

24. Estimation of depreciation of fixed assets in the_agriculture, sector

would call for estimates of the stock of fixed assets (e.g., machinery and
equipment, farm buildings,.dairy and breeding cattle etc..) and an assess
ment of the average economic life of the various classes of fixed capital1

assets concerned. Such data is always difficult to obtain. Often one has

to make use of the rates of depreciation obtained from small-scale and .

localised farm management surveys and those concerning selected large-size

modern farms or plantations. Capital formation in agricultural machinery

and equipment could "be estimated from statistics on'imports and local
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production over the period of years of the average economic lifetime of these
assets, while estimates of the.value of stock of farm buildings and dairy

and breeding animals would present very serious problems, of evaluation in

the absence of "basic data,

25. Methodological material on national, practices in estimating crop

production by countries of the African region is rather scanty. These
practices can nevertheless be classified into three broad typess (i) Export
crops' estimated from statistics kept by Marketing Boards, while the bulk of
the remaining crops are estimated through eye observations by agricultural
extension agents and market reports? (ii). Cash crops assessed through the
purchases and change in stocks data of related Marketing Boards, while the
quantities of production for the remaining crops are estimated through data^

on acreages and yields from annual or less frequent agricultural surveys and

crop-cutting exercises5 (iix) Export crops are estimated from data on exports

and estimates of local consumption, while the production of other crops is
estimated from data on population'and estimated level of per capita-consump

tion from household budget'surveys, etc.. Examples are given as "below for

selected countries^

1, Ethiopias Ho agricultural census has taken place as yet in Ethiopia.

Current data on acreages and yield rates for selected crops (e.g., Teff,
sorghum, etc.) were obtained from'the first round of the National Sample
Survey (1964-68),'which covered the rural areas, while the second round

of the Survey is currently in progress. For current national accounts

estimates, however, the data from these surveys have not been used as

yet.. For cash crops, estimates of quantities of production were built

up ^>y equating local production to recorded exports plus estimated local
consumption. For other cropss mainly crops of local consumption, the
overall crop production level for 196I was established on the assumption

of a total per capita consumption of 180 kgs. of foodgrains per year,

based on localised household budget surveys, estimated indigenous food

consumption habits, and technical factors. This .total production figure

was then distributed among the various crops, allowance being made for

ho-me processing and feeding (at about .10 per cent of total production)
and for waste and losses in storage (at 5 per cent). The Ethiopian
statistical and planning authorities are well aware of the weaknesses of

the present agricultural production estimates and considerable efforts

have been exerted to provide a sound statistical base for such estimates.
A nation-wide Rural Household Consumption Expenditure Survey, covering

1900 rural households, was conducted in 1967/68 and further such surveys

are being planned for the future.

2* Ghanas "Production of cocoa is equated to the purchases of the State
Cocoa Marketing Board, adjusted for changes in stocks of the Board, For
crops other than cocoa, the production of a.crop is a particular year

is estimated by multiplying area under the crop with.the average yield
per acre for the crop under consideration. The estimates of acreages

under various crops are based on results of annual agricultural surveys,

which included a total of about 4?000 holdings in 1968, accounting for an
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estimated O.5 per cent of the universe. Estimates, of yield for main

crops are considered.to "be reasonable, while estimates for acreages

vary considerably for individual crops from year to year, Non-

sampling errors were considered to be high? assessments of the sources

and magnitude of such non—sampling errors are yet to be made,.-

3» Kenya£ Quantities of production of food crops are obtained by multi

plying acreage data by yields per acre for individual crops. Acreage

data under individual crops have been built up for each province from

district figures. .Quantities of production estimates have in all cases

been checked by dividing production ^>j the estimated number of producing

units or families to obtain estimates of consumption per faimly on a

monthly basis. ■ ;

4» Morocco* Annual agricultural surveys for data on acreages and crop-

. cutting experiments provide the basis for estimates of crop production.,

For the present, three main sources of information on agricultural pro

duction are available, vis,, the. "Agricultural Surveys Service" attached

to the Statistics Division of the Ministry of Plan and Co'-ordination^ ■

the "Agricultural Statistics Service" attached to 'the Ministry of Agri

culture, and the "Office Cherifian Inter—professionnel des Cereales"

(O.C.I.C.)• -Up to now the National Accounts Service has used, for part

of the estimates (grains), the figures of the O.C.I.C for reasons of
keeping continuity of the series. The O.C.I.C dertermines the level

of grain production by subjective methods while the former two agencies

establish their estimates on a more scientific basis. For the remaining

agricultural products, the Ministry of Agriculture remains the principal

source. An agricultural census is planned for 1970/71-

5* Nigeria s For cash crops which include cocoa, tobacco, rubber,, palm

1 fruits, palm wine and cola-nuts9 'the principal source of information

consists of Marketing Boards and related companies and institutes,,

The purchases of cocoa have been taken to equal production. For the

bulk of Nigerian farm crops, the rural Economic Survey Division of the

Federal Office of Statistics supplies the production figures as well as

price data* The only input taken into account is seeding. The allowances
made it vary from 1 to 20 per cent, The'R.E.S. estimates are based on

yield rates and acreage data. They relate to the quantities grown,

not those harvested. Figures on harvested produce are not available

Wastage was not taken.into account. For the remaining farm crops?

consisting mainly of fruits and vegetables fresh, such as oranges,,

pineapples, coconuts, greens, tomatoes, bananas and plantains, their

production is equated to exports plus local consumption, the sources'

of data being external trade statistics and urban consumer surveys,

&• Sudans Apart from the key cash crop, cotton, for which statistics on

acreages, production and marketing are supplied by the Geaira Board

and other Agricultural Production Boards, the production estimates of

the Department of Agriculture for agricultural crops are based on eye- !

estimates of its field staff, but generally influenced by market sales
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• in the rural areas and intelligent guess-work of tribal leaders,

Shei'khs and Omdas. Beginning in-1965 with a pilot survey in one-

council ?■■ the Department of Agriculture undertook a series of crop

estimation surveys on dura and wheat, and groundnuts. By 1967/68, the

Department had completed 18- such surveys, "but they were of an ad hoc

■ nature, made on a small scale and confined to the modern sector of the

economy, only..

■ For the national accounts estimates for I966-68, the findings of the

Household. Consumption Survey of 1967/68 for the Six Northern Provinces .
have ~been made use of in estimating private consumption expenditure.

The survey provides per capita consumption data respectively for urban,

semi-urban and rural areas, distinguishing in percentage.terms consump

tion from.own production and puchases from the market. Such data,

adjusted for obvious inaccuracies where necessary, and multipled by the

number of population in these areas would provide data on quantities

of crops consumed on the farm and marketed,

!• Southern Shodesiau . The production of staple crops such as maize, munga

(finger millet), kaffir. corn (sorghum), rupoko (bulrush millet)-, beans,
rice, wheat, groundnuts, fruits and vegetables, is estimated on the basis

of reports made by agricultural demonstrators, whose job it is to report

for each crop the quantity harvested through direct questioning of

farmers. For modern farms above a certain size, an annual census provides

the information needed. . •

8- Tanzania^ The available information on crop acreage, output, etc.,

is very meagre, except in the case of the export crops such,as sisal,

cotton, coffee, tea, tobacco, pyrethrum9 etc. For these crops the

sources of data are the relevant Marketing Boards. ■ For the other crops,

estimates of production are made by the -Ministry.of Agriculture Food

and. Co-operatives (KIL1MO). The KHIMO data on crop production are
compiled from the periodic crop reports of the Regional and District

Agricultural Officers, which are mainly based on eye observations and

market reports. These .estimates are used for lack of other sources.of

. data on production. However, for some crops, viz.9 .maize^ rice, beans,

.cassava, and fruits and,vegetables alternative estimates of production

■ have been built up on the basis of data obtained through the preliminary

listing schedules of aihousehold budget survey.based.on. a sample of 824

households spread throughout the.country and these have been preferred

to corresponding KILIMO estimates,

9- United Arab Republic (Egypt) % The basic information used in compiling,/
agricultural. accounts is not collected on the basis of holdings, but

on the basis of commodities produced. Quantities of crop production are

obtained as the product of crop.acreages and yields per acre. A stratified

multi-stage samples are used in crop-cutting experiments to estimate

the average yield-per feddan for cotton, .wheat, maize,■rice, onions and

potatoes. .The same method is,used for estimating the yield per bearing
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tree of mangoes, grapes., "bananas and dates, also for estimating

the average production of milk per head of buffalos and cows.

For the assessment of the area under which a cop is sown and .

harvested, sampling methods are also used. For instance, 50 per

cent of the cultivated area during an agricultural census year is

selected at random and /by using the ratio method the total, areas

under wheat and cotton are. estimated. The areas under cultivation

of rice and sugar cane are estimated through complete surveys and

exact measurement while the areas for other crops are estimated

. "by questioning farmers" and agricultural experts. .After having made

some experiments with aerial photography for estimating acreages

under cultivation, the U.A.E- has decided to use this method beginn

ing with February 1966. .

B, Livestocks

i

26. As in the case of other commodity balances, the production of

livestock products in quantity terms can theoretically be established

from the collowing formulae, -

Local production = Intermediate consumption of industries, pro

ducers of government services and producers

of private non-profit services to households.

+ domestic final consumption + increase ixi

stocks + fixed capital formation (in dairy,
breeding and- draught animals) + exports - imports,

27. ' The intermediate consumption in livestock products could be

estimated from surveys of industrial production and surveys and studies J

of small-scale and cottage industries^ data on domestic final consumption

would have to be built up from results of family consumption surveys^ .

and data on increase in stocks and fixed capital formation in dairy,

breeding and draught animals presupposes the existence of estimates of

livestock population by species for specific dates, while data on exports

and imports of livestock products can normally be obtained from external

trade statistics. . .

28. All this appears to be well and good* However, in. current .African

conditions, few countries possess solid estimates, of.livestock population

with known margins of error? based on livestock censuses or surveys. Even

where pensuses (complete enumeration or of an administrative nature) of
livestock were taken3 the'results might be subject to considerable margins

of error on account of frontier movements between neighbouring countries,

caused by a desire on the part of cattle breeders to avoid their cattle

being counted because of fear of taxation. This has been or could be the

case for countries such as Niger and Nigeria, Somalia and Ethiopia, etc.

The present livestock population estimates for African countries have largely

been built up by making use of one or a combination of the following methodss
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- Livestock censuses (complete enumeration) or sample surveys
carried out on a nation-wide or localised scale;

- Records of taxes paid on animals?

- Animal vaccination statistics, in particular, for such diseases

as rinderpest; . "

- Counts or records taken at popular watering places, etc.

- Administrative censuses of the livestock population.

29. To obtain an estimate of the livestock populations some countries

of the. region have, resorted to the practice of conducting periodic live

stock sample surveys. A case in point are the livestock enquiries of

Kifferia, ,1963/64 and 1964/65, organised "by the Federal Office of Statistics.
The purpose of the inquiries was to obtain estimates of livestock popu

lation variations in numbers "between successive years,, birth and death '

rates, purchases and sales, slaughter rates, etc. The sample consisted

of 5,700 hous-eholds in 190 village units selected throughout Nigeria for

the inquiry in 1963/64, and of 6O9O households in 203 village units for
that.in 1964/65. A stratified multi-stage sample design was used in
selecting the village units and households to be studied. The surveys

relate to livestock held by rural households only, and include neither

the livestock raised on government or commercial farms nor that owned

by the nomadic Fulanis, for whose livestock special methods would have

to be developed for the purposes of the inquiry. The Nigerian experience

has shown that while sampling errors can easily be calculated, the size

of non-sampling errors, such as errors in measuring and computing, res

ponse errors and enumerator biases, etc., could not in general be measured.

It is sometimes, however, possible to determine whether or not biases are

present in the estimates. By retaining a proportion of the informants in

successive samples, it was possible to obtain evidence that a hesitancy

existed on the part of the respondents contacted for the first time to•

report all of their livestock through possible fear of taxation, and

that for certain regions of the countryj estimates on some items were

biased downward, while those on some others were biased upward.

30. Once the absolute size of the livestock population by species

has somehow been established, it would then become a comparatively easy

matter to calculate the annual offtake of animals and the output of the

livestock industry, based on established or■assumed technical factors.
The.annual offtake rate could be estimated by making use of the so-called
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"reproduction rate", and "reported hides" methods, supplemented "by data

on controlled slaughterings and consumption patterns obtained from

household consumption surveys. These methods appear to have "been used

"by.most countries of the region, in arriving at annual estimates of

livestock production.

31. For the Pranco-phone countries of the region, the methods used

in obtaining estimates of livestock production appear to have been

those suggested by Courcier and Le Hegarat.ly The livestock production

is to' be estimated from the following formulas_2/

R = Ac + Anc + E - I■ + De

where R = Livestock production^

Ac = Controlled number of animals slaughtered^

Anc - Uncontrolled number of animals slaughtered?

E = Exports of livestock on the hoof;

I = Imports of livestock on the hoof §

De = Increase (or decrease) in number of livestock ,
during the year. The livestock numbers as expressed in the. above

..formula would have to be converted into quantities of meats hides

and skins, milk? etc. through the use of technical factors. The oft-

take rates for the Franco-phone countries in Africa are assumed by

Courcier and le Hegarat to be 10 per cent for cattle and oxen, 10 per

cent for donkeys and horses, 30 per cent for sheep and goats and 80 '

per cent for pigs.

1/ s Planification en Afrique, Tome 3S Manuel de Comptabilite

nationale pour economies en voie de developpement, Michel

Courcier et Guy le Hegarat, Eepublique francaise, Ministere

de la Co—operation, March

Almost exactly the same formula is used by Ghana in its most

recent national accounts estimates for 1965—68, except that the

term De in the above formula is explicitly spelled out in the

Ghanaian case as Pt - Pt-1, i.e., the difference in numbers of

livestock between the end of years t and t—1.
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32. As an example of practices in the Franco-phone countries, the

methods used by Madagascar in estimating livestock population and

livestock production is worth noting. The size of the present cattle

population of Madagascar is poorly known due to -lack of basic data

from censuses or surveys. Estimates of livestock production are

derived from two main studies, viz,, (i) the study by Lacrouts-Tych '

-Sarniguet, which is based on demographic characteristics of animals

analysis of marketing data, administrative censuses and exports of

hides and which provides an estimate of an annual offtake ratio of

10^ on the estimated cattle population and gives an available

quantity .of l6-5kgs. of carcass per capita.per year, and. (ii) the

study 6f Patrick Francois,' which is based on an analysis of house

hold budgets in rural areas and provides an estimated consumption of

9-2kgs. of meat and 14kgs. of carcass per capita per year. Similar

techniques may-well have been used in other African countries in

similar circumstances. ' ■ ■

33- Hational. practices in the estimation of livestock production in

English-speaking African countries are available for a larger number

of countries including Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Southern Rhodesia,

Sudan and Tanzania. The are described below;

^-' Ethiopia; The total numbers of livestock were built up

by making use of statistics on exports,of hides and skins

'and results of the 196l/62 Livestock (Cattle) Survey in
Southern Ethiopia, which covered roughly one-third of the

country in terms of area. The annual production of meat

milk and milk products, hides and skins was estimated by .

making use of technical factors such as the age and sex

distribution of livestock, estimated live weight and

dressed weight per animal, the assumed percentages of

such animals slaughtered, supplemented by external trade

statistics. The products were valued based on prices

in the main selling regions obtained from trade-sources.■ ■

2. Ghanas The gross do.mest.ic; addition to ...the st6ck of.,

.animals in a year has- been estimated by adopting the ■

following equation;—' ■

It = Pt -Pt-1 + St + At - It

where Tt = the gross increase in the number of animals

in the t th yearj

■■■-■■-. . Pt = the animal population at the end of the t th

year 5 ...■■'

l/s A similar formula is used in Libya's gorss national product
estimates for 1964-66.
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At = the number of animals slaughtered outside
the slaugher houses in the t th years

st = the number; of animals slaughtered in ' **>
controlled slaughter houses m. the t th

the number of animals imported during the year
It

respective average prices.

Tal^fof cattle at recognised markets in Kenya an average
' price was calculated for Kenya for cattle sold *°*

slaughter, weighted according to the numbers of animals
fold^n the various markets. The offtake of animals sold
or consumed outside cattle markets were valued at 75a of
the price recorded at the markets, in order to allow lor
differences in quality and in the proportions of young
animals. • The assumed annual offtake rates for sheep and
"ats, poultry, and pigs .ere 20, 50, and 90 per cent
respectively.

A. Higerias The livestock population is estimated from
4 gfiodic livestock surveys. To obtain the produe*"*£

meat and hides and skins, an estimate of the c.ttle sheep
' and goats slaughtered in Kgena, whose hides and skins

were not exported, was first made. This estimate was
supplemented by the number of exported hides and skins
after deduction of the hides and skins imported from
adjacent African countries. The resulting figure was

taken to equal the total of slaughtered animals. They
were then converted into beef, mutton, goat meat, etc.,

by applying average yields, per carcass.

5. Southern Rhodesia. Livestock production was eauated with

thTSSSESTSF^les plus the number of animals slaughtered
and dying, plus the increase in herds. The number of
animals slaughtered plus deaths was converted^ cold
dressed weight for consuraption on the basis of the average

for the appropriate erade and type of animal. *or hides
and skins it was assumed. t,.,at skins- of all animals
slaughtexed weie sold and those of animals dying irom
natural causes were retained for o«i:use. Estimates 01

production of milk, e6us and poultry were made by *a^f
use of various as,umptions regarding the cattle and po.ultry

population.
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6- Sudan. Estimates of livestock population, made by the

Ministry of Animal Resources? are based mainly on animal

taxes collectedj records of vaccination centres and of

popular watering stations for animals- An annual offtake

rate of 6> was estimated for cattle and animal products

were valued"'at weighted average auction prices for each

province9 these prices being collected daily covering

market transactions at these auction markets. .

7* Tanzania^ The total livestock population is estimated .

. based on some partial surveys and reports. These

estimates are compiled annually by regions by the Ministry

of Agriculturej ifood a;:id Cooperatives. To obtain estimates

of annual increments in livestock? the total number of

animals slaughtered in I966-68 was estimated on the assump

tion that the animals> whose hides and skins were exported

represent 95/; of the total number's of. cattle, sheep and

goats, slaughtered in the country. Annual data were

obtained by assuming that the subsistence production of

mea^ increases at the same rate as population and marketed

production at the rate of ffy • The average prices paid

by Tanganyika Packers Ltd per lb. carcass have been used

to value the meat production. ■ In- estimating increments

in livestockj it has been assumed, due to lack of reliable

informations that half of it consisted in dairy and breeding

cattle and the"remaining half in beef cattle. The former

forms part of fixed capital formation and the latter

constitutes increase in stock.

34- To arrive at the net output (i.e. value added) of the livestock

industrys it is necessary to deduct from the gross output estimated

intermediate consumption, which consists mainly of purchases of feed

salt, medicines, licence fees, marketing charges? maintenance of

sheds or other equipment, etc. For some countries of the region,

practically no intermediate inputs have been allowed for on oaccOunt

of the fact that animals graae freely on pasture or farm land, while

for some "others a rough guess of 10 to 1%. has been put arbitrarily

as intermediate consumption^ based on studies of the cost structure

of a small number of farms., ■

35- It would be difficult to decompose'the value added hy the lives-

tock industry, into its various components namely, indirect taxes net

of subsidies, depreciation, compensation of employees and operating

surplus. The bottleneck in estimation appears to lie in the

difficulty in estimating- compensation of employees and depreciations

the former because of lack of data on hired labour and its earnings^

the latter because of the difficulties involved in the evaluation

of the present value of fixed assets (including dairy9 breeding and

draught animals) and tiieir average economic, lifetime pertaining to
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eaoh type of asset. Once these two flows have "been ascertained,

operating surplus can be obtained as difference because of the re

lative ease in estimating the flow indirect taxes net of subsidies

from taxation records.

C. Forestry9 Fishing and Huntings . .

36- Statistics on forestry resources and annual fellings are scanty

for countries of the region5 due to lack of bench-mark data from

censuses, or surveys. Countries have got round the problem of esti

mating forestry production by equating.it to the total production of

industrial wood and fuelwood. The main sources of data are industrial

and foreign trade statistics and household budget surveys. For some

countries (e.g.., Figeria)5 the gathering of firewood in rural'areas

has been regarded as a gift of nature and consequently left out .of

the boundary of production. Once estimates for the consumption of f

firewood has been established for a particular year, it is common

practice, in the absence of current annual data, to extrapolate the

series by relating it to the growth of population.

37. Estimates of intermediate consumption of the forestry industry

are often based on no more than fragmentary information or intelligent

guesswork. As a matter of fact, a number of countries of the region,

including Elthiopia, Ghana, and Tanzania have put the intermediate

consumption of the industry at 10^ of the industry's gross output.

For obtaining the breakdown of value added into indirect taxes,

depreciation and factor incomes, the main difficultues involved

would be to estimate the components compensation of employees and

depreciation, on account of lack of data on number of employees and

applicable wage rates and data on fixed assets employed in the

industry.

38. Gross, output of the fishing industry is largely evaluated on

the basis of landing statistics on fish catches from both the sea

and inland waters,. valued at producers prices. Data on fish catches

are recorded, either on a complete enumeration basis as for those

caught by fishing vessels, or on a sampling basis as for those caught

by canoes. Data on fish catches in lakes and rivers are often in-

adecLuate^ occasional surveys may have to be made in order to obtain

such data- VJhere statistics on landings of fish are non-existent9

recourse is sometimes made to consumption data obtained in household

budget surveys. Intermediate.consumption of the fishing industry

has been obtained in some countries of the region from the cost

statements of the larger enterprises engaged in fishing (e.g.* Ghana),
or obtained as a rule of themb (e.g. Ethiopia), or has been left out

altogether (e.g. ligeria). Estimated volume of catches.by amateurs .

has in some cases been added to the fish landings data in order to

arrive at the total volume of fish caught (e.g. Tanzania).
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39- Very little is known about the ways in which the output of the

hunting industry is estimated in countries of the region. In most

cases, however, data on the number of hunting licenses issued, rates

of license fees payable, the total'amount of fees collected, the

value of sales of trophies by governments exports of ivory3 skins

and other products of hunting,, etc., are available. Such data are

sometimes used in conjunction with data on the subsistence consump

tion of meat of wild animals obtained from household budget surveys.

Specific studies made' on the subject by experts relating to the

consumption of game meat in some countries could also be of value

in estimating the output of game trophies.

B. Producers' Fricess

40. The definition and gathering of producers' prices for

agricultural crops has been one of the thorny problems facing most'

African countries at the present time. The Seminar on Statistics

of Prices and Quanta held in Addi/s Ababa, from 13 to 21 October,

1969, had the following to says-'

"There was some discussion on the definition used of

■ producer's prices of agricultural commodities. It

appeard that the general lack of such price data had

placed a serious restraint on the actual valuation

practices odopted in the countries. Often officially

guaranteed prices fixed by marketing boards for export

or cash crops were used^ data collected or assessed-

by other governmental bodies such as the "Ministry of

Agriculture or Chamber of Commerce weie also resorted to.

Some countries valued their crops at the retail prices

. prevailing in the nearest neighbouring markets? while

some others derived producer prices from wholesale prices

by deducting estimated trade and transport margins. 'Phe

Seminar did not come to any definite conclusion on a precise

definition of agricultural producer prices." j

41« The situation in respect of r^oducer prices for agricultural

commodities in countries of the region remains very cauch as it stood

in 1969'« Country definitions and practices, in respect of producer

prices are listed below; ■

•*-• ^thiopias■-' Lowest wholesale price quotations for

provincial centres in main crop growing areas.

Annual prices represent monthly averages5

2. Ghanaa Average wholesale prices obtained in rural

and.some urban, areas where the farmers sell most of

the marketable surplus of their produce. The whole

sale p.ricos of each crop are averaged out over its

peak marketing period^

X7s Repoxt on Seminar on Statistics of Prices and Quanta (E/CH.14/
HAC/361 E/CN.I4/CAS.6/IO; 21 October 1969)- Para 52.
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3, Kenya; Prices received by growers for produce

sold in their local markets, ifhere price

information is not available, prices obtaining,

in neighbouring Districts are used^ Weighted

average prices for each province are obtained,

the Districts producing most of a particular

crop receiving the greatest -weight5

4. Libya; Wholesale prices in Tripoli; less estimated

'trade margins,from farm to wholesale market^

5* Madagascar^ For products bf mass consumption and

export products? Prices fixed by Ministerial order,

For other productss- Purchasers' prices less trade

and transport margins5

6. Maiis For the principal agricultural products5

officially fixed prices at the beginning of each

season;;

Producers' prices are defined as the prices

at which farmers sell to wholesalers who buy on the

farmsj or at least-in the villages. Due to data

availability, however, in the national accounts

estimates of Nigeria for 1958/59-I966/67> the
following prices were useds

- Marketing Boards' declared minimum buying

station prices for the commodities which

they 'handle';

- Farmers' prices as collected by the Rural

Economic Survey; and

- Hural market retail prices for foodstuffs.

8- Malawi a For- maige and other food crops of general

consumption, guaranteed prices payable to the grower

for delivery to the agents of the Farmers Marketing

Boards

9« Moroccoi. The following prices were used as an

approximation to producers prices for the valuation-. ■

of subsistence productions

- Official buying prices to producers or guaranteed

prices'- Wheat , barley, milks

- , Recorded wholesale prices in Casablanca, reduced,

-' by a certain percentage?

This applies, to cereals other than wheat and

barley,' beans and peas? etc 3

- Export prices reduced by a certain percentages

certain, dried leguminous vegetables, citrus fruit;
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— Retail prices in Casablanca9 reduced by a

varying percentage; for early vegetables,

poultry, olives.

10. Southern Rhodesia- For food crops9 official guaranteed

prices after deducting transport and handling charges

and the levy on producer sales\

11. Sudan % Retail and f.o.b., prices, reduced by estimated

trade and transport margins. Retail prices derived

from the Household Budget ourvey of 1967/68 were also

made use of$ these prices refer to urban, semi-urban

and village markets. Weighted average prices were

obtained based on production estimates for each

district. Assumed trade margins were deducted from

these prices to arrive at producers' prices.

12. Tanzanias For export crops^ The National Agriculture

Products Board fixes in advance of each season the

prices to be paid.to growers in respect of the crops

handled by them. For the other crops; Quarterly

averages of prices paid to growers for each, region

separately on the basis of monthly returns made by

the Regional and District Agricultural Officers:;

13- United Arab Republic (Egypt)a Some statistics of

prices received by farmers are collected annually

during the marketing seasons. Prices ..received .for

cotton, beans9 rice, groundnuts and onions are

obtained from data on quantity and total value of

produce recorded by cooperative marketing societies.

In the case of.7 main crops, a sample of five

villages is taken in each district with purposive

selection and farmers are interviewed. Prices

received for other crops and vegetables are based on

a purposive sample of 15 producers in each district

for each crop.

B. Problems encountered in the Agriculture Sectors

42. Among the many problems of estimation and data collection

encountered by countries of the region for the agriculture sector, I.
may be listed the following! . ■ f.;

1. Lack of basic data of all kinds through properly con- I

ducted censuses and surveys on a national scale. This \,

This applies with equal force to crop production, ■ ■'

livestocks forestry, etc. Even where these censuses \ ■

■ or surveys have been held, proper and timely pro- \.\
cessing and analysis of data were not always forth^ {'*
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coining. Often years woula elapse between the

completion of field work and the availability of

results 9

2- Difficulties in collecting prices from the.rural

areas; apart from the problems of the avail-ability

of trained statistical personnel and finance for

such, price collection work9 the difficulties^ arise

from the absence of organised markets in most rural

areas, the.prevalence of barter trade in some

commodities? the absence of standard units ,of measure

for some goods., the practice of most villagers to .

bargain in almost all transactions3 etc.3

3. Difficulties in converting local units of measure

into standard weights and measures^ says the metric

system. The same local unit of measure (lengthj

volume 3 or weight) may vary greatly from locality

to locality in the same country^ and this would i

affect the accuracy of land areas, crop production,

and consumption figures finally expressed in terms

of standard units of weights and measures",

4. Difficulties in .estimating the volume <?£' subsistence/

productions apart from problems of a conceptual

nature, the measurement of production for own

consumption aid own-account.. capital""formation is

dependent on the availability of data from rural

household consumption survevs9 carried out on a o

national scale- In many countries of the region.,

this has not yet been done5

5- Lack of data on the cost structure of the agriculture

sectocj in particular, data "on employment, wages and

salaries paid (both in cash and in kind), consumption

of fixed capital^ etc- Intermediate consumption of

the sector is often estimated indirectly rather than

based on accounting data from the agricultural

hoidings 5

6. Difficulties in obtaining estimates of increase in

stocks, (in particular,, of agricultural crops) and

fixed capital formation (e=g.^ own account construc

tion of farm buildings and dwelling units5 increase

in the number of dairy, breeding and draught animals,

land improvement and clearance? etc.) by the individual

farming households.
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43. The above list pi-otrays only the major problems encountered by

the national accountant in trying to establish production accounts

for agriculture. As mentioned earlier in this paper5 the problems

are immense and would have, to be resolved with determined efforts

by countries of the region through extensive data collection

programmes established within the framework of national accounts.

(ii) Industries (Mining, Manufacturing, Electricity; gas

and_ water )s "

44. These activities are grouped together as the main source of

information is periodic industrial censuses or surveys. Unlike

agriculture, the statistics are recorded on an establishment or

enterprise basis. Data on gross output, intermediate consumption

and the components of value added, viz., indirect taxes less

subsidies, consumption of fixed capital, compensation of employees

and operating surplus, can in most cases obtained'from' the census

or surveys returns received. In addition to periodic industrial

surveysf some countries have made use of income tax returns as a

source of industrial production statistics- The latter source

hasj however, not been made much use of as yet in countries of the

region on account of the general reluctance of the tax departments

to cooperate with the statistical office.

A. Main problems encountered^

45. The main problems encountered in estimating product from

industries may be listed as below?.

1* The problem of non-response anddata coverage* In most

industrial surveys carried out in the region, est

ablishments below a certain size (say, with an employ

ment of less than ten persons) are not covered. The
uncovered small establishments- often account for a

considerable proportion of the total value of sales -

of the industry, and a much bigger share in terms of

employment. This problem is generally not so impor

tant in mining (except where hand-worked small mines

or diamond diggers prevail) and electricity and water

as in manufacturing. Non-response and'delays in sub

mitting returns are not uncommon features in in

dustrial surveys of the region, with or without

statistical'enabling legislation.. Countries often

have to work with data of partial coverage and with

returns of varying quality and accuracy and degree of

v completeness^ depending on the level and competence

of the respondents and the extent of cooperation the

statistical office receives from them.
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2- " The problem_^keeping a directory of industrial
establishment u.p-to-dat£s

■ • Registers of industrial establishments are known to
have been maintained in most African countries which
have carried out periodic industrial surveys. Many

■ . ' of these are"nominally complete, but some .are l^^ed
to establishments with 10 or more employees. The
various sources used for establishing and/or, main
taining registers include periodic field enumeration
records derived from compulsory governmental.regist-
ration, social security records, tax records, external

. trade records, electric metre records, other private
records and field checks. It is necessary that sue*

/ registers be up-dated from time to time, if possible,
from administrative sources, the alternative being

complete enumeration or industrial census, which

would be a very costly operation.

% The problems of estimation for «ma11-scale and cottage
industries"PrT~oover small establishments, the samp-

Ting method is usually preferred.■ The choice is _
between list sampling and area sampling or some kind
of a compromise solution. At a "iorking Group on
Industrial Statistics held in Addis Ababa from 5 to
9 January, 197O5 it was pointed out that neither list

' ■ nor area sampling could be regarded as ideal. Given
the existence of a list whose coverage could be relied
upon, there was no doubt that list sampling woula be

- preferred, "/here reasonably complete lists could
only be built up from a complete enumeration or

industrial census, list-sampling would imply frequent
censuses and the cost would be prohibitive- for many

.countries. Consequently area sampling would be the
better .choice. The -.forking Group'recognised that an

area sample was less efficient, in the sense that
sampling error would be greater for a given sample
size owing to intra-class correlation (the tendency
for establishments in the same area to have the same

characteristics).. ■ Thus, on the one hand list-sampling
would involve frequent costly censuses m order to

avoid bias resulting from the list going out of date,
. ' while on the other, area-sampling would involve high

random sampling error (bu±/not bias) resulting from
intra-class correlation."-7 The Group suggested a

TT*—Report of the forking Group on_Industrial Statistic^ (Addis
- Ababa, 5-9 January 1910), ^/O^J/WTW^'1^rm/11^

E/(ST.14/CAS;7/l? Para. 50-
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possible compromise of~using area sampling with
supplementary .information from a census. In some

cases, the production of, and value added by, cottage

or household industries are estimated by making use of
data on occupation and industry from population

censuses and data from employment and earnings surveys.

In certain other cases, the estimated consumption of
materials obtained through the commodity flow approach

- has been used, to arrive at estimates of gross output
of household industries and handicrafts.

4. .Miscellaneous problems! .These concern such problems
as tbe year of return to which the data refer, i.e.
whether the calendar year or fiscal year has been used",

the content of industrial questionnaires? the non-

keeping of records and accounts by small establishments3

the difficulty in obtaining the actual value of fixed

assets; etc.

B. Country practices^

46. Country practices in the legion in dealing with these problems,
in particular,, the problem of estimating production, value added,
etc, of small establishments, cottage industries and handicraits,

will be briefly described fcelows

1. athiopias An annual industrial survey of 200-300
■establishments engaged in mining, manufacturing and
electricity activities has been held since 1954-
Because of absence of statistical enabling laws, the
number of returns varied from year to year. ■ The

number of small establishments not covered by the

annual survey is not known. The gross output of
small-scale industries and handicrafts, which include

handloom production of leather shfes in small workshops,

carpentry^ small flour mills with power, small oil
presses, etc., has been estimated based on input.of

raw materials (local production plus imports) and
technical co-efficients appropriate to each trade. ■

2. Ghanas Manufacturing establishments are classed into
three categories, viz., large .(with an employment of

' 30 or more persons), medium (with employment of 10 to
29 persons) and small (with employment of less than

10 persons). Large establishments are covered by
annual industrial surveys, while medium, and small
establishments are not. An industrial census (complete
enumeration) covering industrial establishments of all
sizes was held 'in 1962. In 1965, a survey covering

medium and small establishments separately was conducted,
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and the results relating to the latter were published

in Area Sample Survey of Small Manufacturing Establish

ments „ 1963- The area sample survey consisted of a

single-stage stratified cluster sample, with the enumer

ation areas used for the i960 population census as

sampling units, (clusters). Supplementary information1

was provided by the 1962 Industrial Census? which

information was used for setting up strata to control

the size variation of the sampling units. The sampling

units were stratified simultaneously according to three

characteristics3 namely, (i) regions? (ii) rural and

urban character of the 3.A05 and (iii) size of the D-A.,

measured by the number of persons engaged in small

industries in 1962 (supplementary information). In
formation on employment, production, material expendi

ture, wages and salaries, etc., was collected in the

survey. The use of stratification and the ratio method

was thought to have contributed substantially to the

reduction of the standard error on regional and national

levels, and the method of area sampling with interviewers

■was thought, to have practically eliminated some impor

tant sources of non-sampling errors, e.g.s bias due to

imperfect frames or non-response.-'

To estimate the gross output and value added by small-

scale establishments9 such data were first established

for" the bench-mark year 1963 based on results from the

area sample survey. The estimates for subsequent years

have been prepared on the basis of the change in the

number of persons engaged and index numbers of wholesale

prices. To obtain estimates of the number of persons

engaged in small-scale establishments during 1965-68,

the total number of persons engaged in manufacturing

was estimated, first ? from which the number engaged in

large-scale establishments was deducted. The remainder

was then sub-divided between (i) small and (ii) medium

scale establishments on the basis of the information

for 1962." '

"ffige'rias Industrial Surveys undertaken during 1958/59
to 1961/62 suffered greatly from non—response. The use

made'of the returns received consisted in working out

average value added for respondent establishments and

In applying this average to the available quantities of

the main raw material input after making some allowances

for household consumption of same. 'No allowances for

changes in stocks were made. Since 1962, the Federal

Office of Statistics has mounted annual industrial

surveys which cover establishments employing 10 or more

1/s 'See "Introductory and Methodological Notes" to the publication
Area Sample survey of Small Manufacturing Establishments,1963.
Central Bureau of Statistics9"May' 19"o5°
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persons, is multiplied by an arbitrary factor 1.2 in

■ order to cover the value added by- establishments

employing less than 10 persons as well. The gross

output of handicraft was estimated based on Okigbo • s

. figure for 1957? by assuming an annual growth rate of

one per cent in real terms. This was converted into

current prices by making use of the consumer price

index.

4- Tanzania? The 'method of estimating the contribution

to GDP of small-scale and cottage industries in

Tanzania5 consists in ascertaining the total number of

persons engaged in this activity and their average

earnings or net output per person. The former has

been estimated on the basis of data obtained through

1967 Population Census and the latter from scattered

scources including some case studies. The bench-mark

estimate so built up is then adjusted for quantity and

price changes to yield estimates for the other years.

The total number of persons engaged in manufacturing

industries in 1966 was derived from a sample analysis

of the 1967 Population Census, which contained inform

ation on the industry and occupation of persons gain

fully employed. Further breakdown of this estimate

into 12 sub-classes of manufacturing industries was

also obtained. From this total, the employment pro

vided by the large manufacturing establishments, viz.,

those employing .10 ot more persons and covered by the

. biennial Survey of Industrial Production and those

employing 5 to 9 persons but covered by the Employment

and Earnings Surveys? also regrouped under the same 12

sub-classes? was subtracted and the number of persons

engaged in household and cottage industries was

derived as a residual.

■ To extrapolate the estimate of the contribution of the

household and cottage industries to G.D.P. for 1966 to

later years, it then bacame necessary to estimate the

quantity and price changes involved. Three quantum

indicators were used for the purpose, viz., the agri

cultural output at constant prices, the output of

manufacturing industry at constant prices and the

growth rate of population- The output of agriculture

provides an indication of the purchasing power avail

able particularly in the rural areas5 while some of the

small-scale establishments such as repairing activities

are ancillary-to large-scale establishments. The

conversion of constant price estimates into current

prices was'effected by means of the retail price index

for wage-earners in Dar-es—Salaam.
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(iii) Constructions '" ' ' ■

A * Country Practices^ '•

47. Surveys of "builders and contractors in countries of the region , .

are" notoriously characterised "with high rates of non-response.

Estimates of the gross output and value added of the construction

industry in African countries are usually "built up from the following

sourcess

1- Expenditure approach? Expenditures, on "building and'

construction "by government departments and public ;

enterprises5 expenditures on construction "by private

enterprises as a by-product of industrial and "business

surveys^

2. Productionapproach^ These includes

1 . - Surveys of buri-lders and contractors^

- .Building permits issued?

— Buildings and other works under the. supervision , . .

. . , of the Ministry of Public Works| . . -:.

' - "Phe value of "building materials (both locally

: produced and imported) available inflated by

estimated ratio of sales t& intermediate goods

for the construction industry? in order to arrive

at estimates of gross output of the industry;;

, .— Excise.taxes paid by builders and contractors' on

. . .... . payments received and income tax records.

48>; Thus, in Morocco; "buildings-are estimated on the basis of records'

of building permits issued in 29 municipalities. Based on a study of

tax statistics, .correction factors are obtained in order to cover the

localities next ocvered in the statistics,, frauds,, and the rise in price

levels between the issue of building permits and the completion of

construction.. In addition, certain assumptions are made to allow for

the time-lag between the,.,issuance of the permit and completion of the

construction.. For insta.nce, it is assumed that one half of a house is

completed in,the first year and the remaining half in the second yearf

for a.block of flats, four-fifths in the first year, seven-twelfths in-

the second-year?. and one-twelfth in the third years etc. For'the value

of other construction it is estimated from government (central and

local) .budgets, accounts <t public and semi-public enterprises and the

annual Economic Survey (for private enterprises).
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49- In. the TJ.A.R. estimation of value added in .construction is "based

on information obtained' from the expenditure of public enterprises and

government authorities. Hural buildings construction-is estimated on

an arbitrary basis. An alternative approach was tried, which relies

on the blowing up of the total value of locally produced and-imported .

building materials and 'other inputs used in the construction industry*,

by estimated ratio of intermediate consumption to output for the

industry . A similar method is used in Sudan, for which the ratio of..-

material costs to the total cost of building was obtained by analysing

the balance sheets of constractors submitted to the Department of

Taxation* and .by making use of the returned questionnaires made to -1

the statistical offices by the constractors, and a survey made by the

Ministry of Housing on the cost of materials used in building- first-

class houses.

*-Be Estimation of _own-aocount construction in rural areass

50c One of the main problems encountered is the estimation of the

value of cwn-account construction in ruraf areas, in particular, with,

respect to the construction of traditional type housing. Country

practices on this score are not quite clear. Some countries £f the

region have included the construction of traditional African style

housing in their production and capital formation statistical these

include Ethiopia,1 Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, and

Upper Volta, among others. On the other hand, some African countries,

have left out this item altogether on account mainly of lack of basic

information on which such estimates might "be founded.

51- For those countries which, have made estimates of the construction
of traditional type housing? they almost invariably rest on a number of

arbitrary assumptions. The procedure of estimation follwoed normally

consists in the estimation of populations living in say, urban, semi-

urban and rural areas5 estimates of the numbers of .existing traditional

housing in different areas, based on the size of population involved

and the average number of occupants per house for each type of_area| [

and finally, estimates of the number of traditional houses constructed '■

during the year, an estimate often related to rate of population" " j

growth. ' The numbers of new traditional-type houses built during the " " |

year are then valued at some average values for each type of- house ■ ' I

prevailing in the urban3 semi-urban and rural areas respectively- In

fligeflia, for traditional mud-walled houses3 construction estimates were ■

based on the demand for this type of housing in the urban and semi-urban

settlements? estimates for thi.j type of housing for rural areas were

not made. In Sudan, estimates have been greatly facilitated by results |

of the Household Sample Survey carried out in the 6 Northern Provinces !
in 1967/68. -■■'.■■'
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52. For Ghana, a somewhat different approach has 'been adopted largely

due to the availability of data from different sources. Thus., the

construction of non-permanent buildings in 1965 was estimated on the ,

basis of (i) average value of buildings by type of construction

materials, (ii) frequency.distribution of the buildings by type of

construction materials in I960, and (iii) an assumed rate of growth

in the number of "buildings- (i) was estimated on the basis of the

data for 22,5QP houses selected by cluster sampling from the records,

maintained by the Ministry of Local Government. .The information on

(ii) was obtained from the data collected during the Population. Census

of 196Q? and the assumed rate of growth in the number of buildings is

one-half of the rate of growth of population. Further manipulations

were done to obtain estimates for the later years.

(iv) Commerce^and Transports

■^# Wholesale and Retail Trades.

53» Thus far censuses or surveys of distribution have "been held in

only half a dozen or so countries of the region, including Morocco,

United Arab Bepublic3 Ghana*, Kenya, Southern Rhodesia; Zambia and

South Africa. These censuses refer to a particular year only5 the

exercise has so far not been repeated*

54* The countries have so far resorted to a number of devices in

order to estimate the output of the wholesale and retail trade. These

includes

1. A comparison of producers and retail price levels for

various commodities. The difference is accunted for

by trade and tiansport margins- When estimated transport

costs are deducted from this figure, gross trade margins

would be obtained and expressed as a percentage of

producers' prices (e..g. ii]thiopias Ghana, .Nigeria, " Tanzania,
etc.)

2. Records from marketing beards and other public trading

enterprises5 (e.g., Figer-ia, Tanzania)§

3- Trade margins obtained through an analysis of income

tax returns submitted by the larger trading establishments

(e.g. Ghana)$

4- Special inquiries made by the statistical office to cover

the main importers, exporters and wholesalers in the

country and to cover retailers by a sample inquiry

(e.g. Sudan)$ ■

5. Data from annual surveys of the distributive trade (e.g.

the -TJ.A.H.)

^Results of the distributive census for Ghana for Ghana have not been

analysed*
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55« A description of the methods used by Tanzania in estimating trade

margins may be useful for countries in similar situation. Information

on trade available included a survey of wholesale and retail trade in

carried out by the -uiconomic Intelligence Unit Ltd. of London in 1962

and the number of trading licenses issued'compiled by the Bureau'of

Statistics- ■

56.. For national accounts purposes the trade sector is sub-divided

into four sub-sectors compiising (l) the parastatal trading enterprises,
(2) the private trading enterprises ©vered by the Employment and
HJarnings Surveys, (3) the remaining small trading enterprises? and (4)

restaurants and hotels. .Estimates of trade margins for commodities

handled by sub-sectors (l) and (2) are derived from the receipts and

expenditures- figures from the enterprises themselves, with complete

coverage for (l) and sample coverage for (2). The estimation of GDP

from the sub-sector (3) is more involved and less reliable. The value

of marketed output of each industry (i.e.' agriculture, . minings -manu

facturing) as well as imports is estimated, to which average trade
margins a: e applied. The average trade margins were derived from (i)

data obtained from the State Trading Corporation (STC) in respect of

the trade mark-up which .allow..oh their landed cost, (ii) the wholesale
selling price of STC and their recommended retail selling price for

each type of merchandise, (iii) the prices paid to growers by the

various commodity "boards and their selling or export prices, (iv) a

comparison of retail and producer prices in respect of many agricultural'

commodities in a number of small towns, (v) information on trade mark

up usually applied by some of the traders in Sar-es-Salaam obtained

from them,,, (vi) the annual accounts of some of the public and private

trading establishments, and (vii) the 1962 Survey of Wholesale and

Eetail Trade in Tanganyika by the Economic Intelligent Unit Ltd.

57- la the case of Ethiopia and Ghana, trade margins are calculated

separately for imports, locaxly manufactured goods, agricultural

products, etc. For imports the method used consists in the assessment

of percentage trade margins for various commodities imported and in

an estimate of the .value of imports that entered the distributive trade.

For Ghana, for estimating the gross mark-up and various costs of

operations analysis was made of the income-tax returns of all the big

establishments and 275 medium and small establishments engaged in dis

tributive trade for the two years 1966/67 and 1967/68., The percentage

rates of gross mark-up and the various costs thus estimated were

adopted for imported goods and clcally manufactured goods entering- the

distributive trade. .For agricultural productss. the^method consists in

the assessment of marketable surplus.in product det-il, and the appli

cation of percentage mark-ups for the various products. These pei-

centage mark-ups were obtained ty comparing wholesale prices in rural

areas and the letail prices, an estimated percentage transport eost

having been deducted.
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58. The case of Sudan deserves mention in that a special survey was

made to obtain estimates of the contribution to GDP by wholesale and

retail trade. Returns on cost structure and volume1 of turnover and
receipts were required from 168 importers, exporters and wholesalers

in the country, of which 136 were located in Khartoum and 32 in the

regions. The returns refer to the years 1966/67 and 1968. For retail
trade, a sample of 626 retailers were visited by field staff, of

which 325 -were in Khartoum and 301 in the regions. The coverage of ' -

the survey was estimated at 1/10 for .Khartoum and 1/100 for the regions,

B. Restaurants and Hotelss

59. For estimates of products from restaurants and hotels, the methods

of estimation used by Ghana and Tanzania are of interest. They de

pended to a large extent on the sources of material that happened to^ ■
be available. In- Ghana, income tax i-etruns have proved to "be .the main

data source for both public and privately owned and managed hotels

and restaurants. In the case of' small-scale cafes and other eating

and drinking places, a small sample survey was carried out in Accra

and its suburbs to estimate per establishment (a).gross earnings, (b)
intermediate consumption and (c) number of persons engaged. This

information together with the estimated total number of persons en

gaged in providing petty eating and drinking facilities and the. index

numbers of prices of local food formed the basis of. the estimates of

gross output and domestic product. In the case of Tanzania, estimates

of the product of private restaurants and hotels not covered by the

Employment and Earnings Survey, were obtained as the product of the

estimated total number of persons engaged in such activities' (derived
from the 1967 population census) and the average earnings per person

applicable to household and cottage industries.

^" Road transports

60. For estimating the constribution to GDP from transport, storage

and communications, the main problems encountered appear to lie in the

estimation of product from road transport and th. treatment of

producers (railways, airlines, etc.) operating in several countries

and in international commerce.

61- In estimating the gross output and domestic product of road

transport, countries of the region -#ppear to have used the following

methods of estimation, depending on data availability in each cases

1. Gross output of road transport is obtained on the

basis of the number of vehicles registered, estimates

of capacity and average charges per ton-mile, etc

(e.g., Nigeria)\ - ■
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2. Vehicle registration statistics plus periodic .(quarterly
or annual) rural traffic survey (e.g., Ethiopia)?

3. Volume of road transport e&timated as difference between

. total volume of freight traffic and other forms of land

traffic (e.g., by rail)s Examples Ghana?

4. The product of road transport is estimated partly by
. .relating the number of vehicles, estimated'number of

persons engaged to average earnings per worker (e.g0?
Tanzania)5 / " ■ ■ : .

5. Special sample survey of truckers (e.g., Sudan).

6 2. A brief description of the practices of the countries mentioned
above may be of interest. For Nigeria, the number of commercial
vehicles - buses, taxis, trailers, lorries, tippers - are iirst as
certained from vehicle licensing statistics. Estimates are then made
ofs (i) the number of days in use per year, (ii) the mileage covered
per day in u^e? (iii) average capacity for a goods and b passengers,

(iv) extent of utilisation of capactiy for (a) goods and (b) passengers,
(v) average fuel consumption for (a) petrol and (b) gas oil engines,
(vi) proportion of vehicles using petrol and gas-oil respectively., and
(vii) average charge per (a) ton-mile and (b) passenger-mile. The gross
output is obtained separagely for goods-carrying ^nd-passenger-carrying

vehicles3 by multiplying the number in each category by Uh Uj 5 UnJ
(a) or (iii) (b), (iv) (a) or (iv) (b) and (vii) (a) or (vii) (b).
Value added is obtained hj deducting from this gross output the cost of
fuel (as obtained from (v) and'retail prices of petrol, and gas-oil; and

the estimated expenditure on "motor spare parts and tyres* ■

63. In the case of Ethiopia, similar methods of estimation have been
used. The estimated total daily traffic in vehicle-kilometres obtained

from traffic counts at 22 stations hy the Imperial Highway Authority
in its.periodic rural traffic survey, has been used m conjunction
with the numbers of commercial vehicles registered (current registra-
tions), to arrive at the total freight-ton-kilometres carried. In
quiries from trade sources are used as a cross-check. The estimated
total ton-kms. multiplied by assumed average charges per ton-km. gives

the gross value of production*

64. For Ghana, the domestic product and gross output from freight
transport~by road is derived indirectly by first estimating the total
land freight expenses (as part of the exercise in estimating the GDP .
from the distributive trade) and then deducting from it .the charges for
freight transportation by railway. The decomposition of -gross output
into the constituents was done by analysing the detailed'income-tax ■

returns submitted by a few freight transport companies*
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65. Tanzania represents a special case in that part of its road freight

traffic, is accounted for "by the East African Railways Corporation. The

Corporation's activities have been classified separately under rail

transport,"- road transports water transport, . catering services, manu

facturing and construction. For ea^ch group the receipts and expendi

ture have "been allocated territorially, i.e., allocated to the Cor

poration's member states, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda respectively on

the basis of location- Of the remaining land transport, Tanzania-

Zambia Road Services and Tanaania-Zambia Pipelines have furnished

detailed information on their receipts and expenditure arising from

their activities in Tanzania. The employee compensation paid out in

Tanzaniaj rent and interest if. any paid in Tanzania and the extimated

share (by ownership) of total operating prod.it (net of rent and interest)
have been taken as contribution to GDP. The remaining road transport . ^

services are classified into two categories, viz., (i) those,road
transport undertakings covered by the Kmployment and learning's Survey,

and.(ii) the residual ones.not covered by the Survey. For (i) the
contribution to GDP was estimated from a small sample of these establi

shments, and for (ii) the estimates were "based on the number.of vehicles,

estimated employment and earnings per worker.

66, Sudan has chosen to take an ad hoc sample survey for the purpose.

The survey related to the y.ear 1968. The sampling unit used was the

"vehicle". Altogether 623'vehicles were included in the sample of

which 484,were in Khartoum and 139 in the regions. The sample coverage

was approximately 1/10 in Khartoum, and 1/20 in the regions except for

lorries for which the sampling fraction was 1/200 in the regions. The

universe (excluding government vehicles) for the years 1965-1968 was

provided by the vehicles registration statistics kept by.the Department

of Statistics.

D» Carriers operating in Several Countries and in International

traffic- " . ■ .

67* Information on country practices in the treatment of carriers,

operating in several countries and in international traffic is scarce

for countries of the region. What is available concerns the practices

of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the treatment of enterprises jointly

owned and operating in their territories, such as the East African

Hailways Corporation, iCast African Harbours Corporation, Kast African

Posts and.Telecommunications Corporation, and in the East African

Airways Corporation. By and large, the recommendations of the revised. .

SHA have ~been followed. However, there are several instances in which

the treatment accorded to the various flows relating to the operations

'of these Corporations are at variance with the SNA recommendations.

For instance3 one of the deviations from the SJJA recommendation lies

in the territorial allocation of expenditures of these corporations

based-on the location of the expenditure incurredj except for depre

ciation charges and .interest payments where, 1 ocations of the relevant
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1/capital assets has been taken into account.-' The SKA recommends

that resident producer units are to "be delineated. '/The .costs of

production of the resident industries should include an appropriate

share of the common operating costs of the complex of which each

resident industry is a mumber. .These common costs of production are

to include charges in respect of transportable fixed assets, for

example, aircraft, railway cars, lorries, used in the operations in

the country in question, as well as in the other countries? and/a . _

share of the head-office expenses of the parent enterprises-" -'

68= Another point of apparent deviation appears to lie in the treat

ment of fixed capital formation by these corporations. Vhile capital

formation in buildings and . construction is allocated, to the three

countries based on the location where such construction has .taken place,

capital formation in rolling stock is allocated territorially based on

ton-miles/passeng-er-miles expected to be covered by the respective

rolling stocK in each of the three participating countries-', instead

of allocating the latter expenditure based on the capital participation

of the countries in the equity of the corporations.

69• In the case of the East African Airways Corporation., the treat

ment accorded to its operations is somewhat different in that it

operates both within the participating territories and in international

areas. Frou, the Corporation's accounting records, its domestic and

international operations are isolated. Receipts from international

operations and the expenditures on these operations incurred outside

the three participating countries, are classified territorially in

proportion to the share ownership of the countries in the Corporation's

equity. Gapital formation formation by the Corporation is again terri

torially allocated on the basis 01location except for capital form

ation in the form of new aircraft and aircraft spare engines. These

so far as the Corporation's international operations are concerned, are

proportioned to the countries according to their respective capital

participation in its equity5 for domestic operations., such expenditure

is allocated to the countries in proportion to the flight-miles covered

in them.

(y) Real Estate (including Ownership of Dwellings).s

70. The gross output of the real estate industry can be estimated in

±J~% Sources Treatment of the ^ast African Community in. Production
and Balance of Payments Accounts of Kenya, a working

document submitted by f. Singh to the O.3.C.H. Study

Session on Rational Accounts of African Countries^ Paris,

16-20 February, 1970.

' (*> Rational Accounts of Tanzania, 1963 to 1968s Sources and
Methods? Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Economic

Affairs and Development Planning, Dar es Salaam, March 1971.

?./% Para. 5.IO4 of the U,N. publication A System of National Accounts
Series F, No.2, Kev.3, Hew York, 1968.
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African conditions as the sum total of the .following*

1. Gross rents actually received "by the real estate industry

. on buildings, "both resi&eniaal- and non-residentials

. whether owned by corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises,

| households, producers of government services or producers
. of.private non-profit services to households!

2. Gross rents imputed to owner-occupiers of dwellings in
urban areas? -

3- Gross rents imputed to owner-occupiers of traditional

African style housing in rural areas.

. 71- Country practices, in the calculation of building rentals are

available for some 20 countries in the region. Few countries■have made

imputations for 3. aboves some do not even include 2. in their esti

mates of the gross output of the real estate industry. The countries

have made use of different methods of estimation for this flow based

mainly on the kinds of data that happen to be available. Their methods

of estimation may be summarised as follows?

1.. Number of dwellings multiplied by estimated average rent

.. . equals gross rentals? information on number of dwellings

being obtained from population or housing censusess

Samples include Algeria, Mauritius;, and South Africa.

2* Estimated number of dwellings (or number of families

living in rented houses) x estimated average rents

Examples include Gabon and Niger.

3. Estimated number.of dwelling units of non-African popu

lation x estimated average rentals lixamples include
Southern Rhodesia.

4- dumber of rented houses in urban centres x estimated

average rent obtained from household budget surveys

eogo s Togo. . '..«.-.

5. Sent actually paid, based on tax records^ e.g.. Central
African Republic and Tunisia.

6. Gross rent is calculated, based on data on replacement
cost and rateable value of houses by type of construction

materials used for roof and walls, the information having

been collected through area samplengs e.g. Ghana.

7. The gross operating surplus is assumed to be a certain

percentage of the original cost of the various types of

buildings e.g., Kenya.
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Estimates derived from household budget surveys?
.Examples include Madagascar, Sudan and Tanzania.

The average rental value per household of dwellings

in rural areas and of rented houses and owner-occupied
.houses respectively in urban areas, could be obtained

.from such", surveys. These average rental'values per"
household multiplied by the total number of households
would yield e&timates of the gross output of the real

estate industry,, so far as residential buildings are
concerned.

72.^ Once the -ross output of the industry has been established,
estimates of the intermediate consumption of the industry such as
operating, maintenance and repair outlays, w,,ter charges, insurance
service charges^ etc., would have to be made in order to obtain

estimates of value added hy the industry. Few countries have made
explicit their practices in this respect. Allowances made for main
tenance and repairs and.often only motional^ in several cases, it is
put as equal to one month's rental income per year-

73. Although in the revised SBFA it is recommended that the rent of
the family dwellings owned by government and dwellings owned \>y private
non-profit institutions, wiiich these bodies do not let on the market,
should be valued at the rent of the market, very few countries in the
region have in fact done so/ The rent of these dwellings has continued
to be under-vavluedD

74- From the various methods of estimation listed above, it- can be
seen that there is at present little comparability with respect to data
coverage and the basis of estimation between one country's data on

building rentals and those of another. The main problem of estimation,
as is common with the other kinds of economic activity already dealt

with in this paper, lies in the absence of bench-mark data obtained
.from censuses and surveys of housing. The cost structure of the real
estate industry can of ' course be obtained from sample surveys of an ad
hoc nature;•■and on a small scale..

(vi) Other Services;

75* _ Covered unrlei this global heading are finance, insurance, "
business services, and community, social and personal services. The
services rendered by the producers of government services'and of private
non-profit services to households aie/ however, not oevered'under this
heading and will.be dealt wi ;,h elsewhere. ■

76c The es-tima.tion of the product from tho services sector has been
one of the hardest tasks for countries of the legion, on account of lack
of reliable and comprehensive information.
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A. Banking and Insurancej

insurance, the required information can often

received plus imputed service charge (i.e. the excess

,12 Si to '"'" «" t«. u« of th. l»oo.= .Mr.. .ppro.ol to
S ..all., of »r.duo. .™. *b. iar.,.. M«.

it M. !..»» po-.tn.^ obt.m th.

as follows;

Gross output of casualty insurance = Premium income + net
commission received +. re-insurance claims recovered -

claims paid - re-insurance premiums paid0

Gross output of life insurance = Premiums income + other
income - claims paid - re-insura.nce premiums paid -

additions to reserves (gross).

78 Once the sross output of hanking and insurance.industry has heen

d ts-asr^'rsss set
and prodit-and-loss statements of these financial institutions.

B- BusJ^sJo;e^^

79. Country practices inth, region in r.spect of the estimation of
the oontrihution to CffiP from business services, and community, social
and personal services are available for some 24 countries. The mforma
tio/avTilaL xb Si,en in rather general terms and suffers from a lack
of precision and detail. 3Fevertlieless9 it may he said that the

1/s Similar methods aie used also in Sudan and the U.A.E.
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countries have in the main used the income appr ch and in a number
leases made their estimates on the basis of number o persons
engaged and the estimated average earnings or gross income. Among
^Sources of data used may be. listed (i) income tax records, (11

hoc Questionnaires, (vi) government accounts,_ etc. A

tion ox the practices of. three selected African countries,
Higeria and.Tanzania, may be helpful for purposes of illustration,

Ghana; The "business services" sub-sector consists of
TiiaT, accounting and auditing, and engineering services

and machinery rental. Information on the number <*
private legal practitioners was obtained from the O.iice
of Judicial Council. Average gross .income per person

was estimated partly on the basis of data -supplied oy
some legal practitioners and partly on the basis of _ t.ae
salary of comparable persons in the government service,

while average intermediate consumption was estimated on
the basis of data provided by some of the advocates,
For accounting the auditing services, engineering-

services and machinery rental, the estimates of gross
output and domestic product were prepared on the basis
of analysis of income tax returns.. The sector "social,
recreational and related community services" °°*P*«°B
private educational services, private medical, dental and
.other health services, and recreational services provided
bv the private sector on a commeicial basis. For -
ecLucational services compensation of employees was esti-
latedfor a bench-mark year 1963/S4, based on data contained
in "Education Statistics, 1963/54" a publication of the
Central Bureau of Statistics! intermediate consumption
was derived from data supplied by some of these private
educational institutions for later years. Shese figures
vere projected for later years on the basis of informed
guess. For private medical, dental and other health
services, estimates of gross output and domestic product
for doctors and dentists' were prepared on the basis 01
the number of doctors and dentists and the ^ta _ contained
in their income and expenditure statements submitted-to
the Income Tax Department. . In the case cf native doctors,
the number *n. 196O taken from the 196O P^lation^census

and promoted to later years on basis of rate 01 population
growth, was multiplied by an assumed income per person. _

for recreational services, the requisite information en the
income and expenditure of the establishments engaged in.
these activities was collected through a postal survey-
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2. Nigeriag Information on the number and income of. lawyers

in private practice was obtained from the Federal (official
Gazette and the records of the Inland Revenue Department.

Information on income and expenditure of accountants,

engineers? architects? etc., in private practice was

obtained from the different establishments. Value added

by domestic service was compiled by multiplying the

estimated number of servants employed by their average

earnings. .

3. Tanzaniag Intimates of .the gross output and domestic

product of business services and community, social and

personal services in the private sector were built up

almost entirely on the basis of information on number

of persons engaged in these activities from the I967

population census and d-ata on employment and earnings

from the annual employment and earnings surveys... Tax

records have apparently not been much used for the

purpose. For establishments covered by the Employment

and Earning Survey, data on employment and employee

compensation are available from that source;; for establish

ments not covered lay the survey, that isS? in the un

organised segment of the economy, an estimate of the

number of persons engaged in this unorganised segment

. of these services was obtained.on the basis of informa-

. tion from the I967 Population Census. The average

earnings' per person engaged" in this residual group was

taken to be the. same as for those engaged in the house

hold and cottage industries. The number of persons

engaged in these services was assumed to increase at the

same rate as the population and the average earnings per-

person engaged at the same rate as the consumer price

index for wage earners in Dar es Salaam,

80. It is evident from the above th^t estimates of the gross output

'and domestic product of such services as business services? and .

community, social and personal services in most countries of the region

are still very crude and based on rather shaky, foundations. These

estimates are necessarily subject to wide margins of error. The short-

term solution of the problem appears to lie in the systematic ex

ploitation of income tax records and other government administrative

records, and the holding of periodic employment and earnings and

related surveys.

(vii) Producers of government services;

81. This sector is defined in the present SNA as comprising (i) all

departments^ establishments and other bodies of central, state and

local governments;, establishments and other bodies of central, state
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and'local governments whick engage in such activities-as-.administration

defence, .health, educational .and social services and promotion of

economic growth.whether accounted for, or financed in? ordinary or

extra-ordinary:budgets or extra-budgetary funds g (ii) Social security

schemes in respect of. large sections of the community imposed.,

controlled or financed by government 5 (iii) non-profit institutions

entirely; or. mainly, ..financed and' controlled by general government

or mainly serving general"government; and (iv) embassies, consulates

and military establishments of a country located abroad.

82. As countries of the region are in the initial stages of imple

mentation of the present SNA, it is yet too early to describe here

national practices in estimating the gross output and domestic product

of this sector or in estimating the final consumption expenditure of

this sector by .cost-composition and purpose. Suffice it to say that

most of the required data for making such estimates can usually "be

found in government, accounts. Problems encountered in the use of these

accounts include the following*

.1. Incomplete data coverages The accounts often refer

to the central government only, while data for local

governments may be available on a partial basis or not

at

2 = Unavailability of government revenue and expenditure

actualss National accountants are often obliged to

.. use budgetary estimates instead of budgetary actuals

data, on account of the considerable delay on the

part .of governments in releasing data on revenue and

expenditure actuals?

3. Problem of the accounting years Government accounts

are usually kept according to fiscal years*. So. adjust

such data to a calendar year basis, monthly or quarterly

data would be required^ '

4. Problems of classifications and definitions^ "e;g,,

definitions used in differentiating current from

capital expenditure, depreciation according to .book-

values as distinct from the replacement cost concept,etc

5* Lack of statistics on,social security schemes! •■

6. Lack of data on economic and functional classification
of government expenditure-^, ; .

~\J% Only 9 African countries have so far published their statistics
on. economic.and functional classification of government expenditure

for one or more years. They includes Ghana,"Liberia, Southern

Hhodesiaj Zambia, Sudan, .U.A.ft., Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta and Sierra
Leone.
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83- The above indicates the major lacunae that exist at present in

the statistics relating to producers of government services in

countries of the region and pinpoints the areas on which future ;

efforts, must be directed.

(viii) Producers of private non-profit services to householdss

84. This sector is defined in the SNA as "bodies "which mainly furnish

social and community services to households free of charge,, or at sales

prices which are not intended to cover fully the costs of producing

the services, and which are not entirely,, or mainly, financed and

controlled by the public authorities." Included are social and sports

clubs, youth or'women's associations, trade unions., employers1 assoc

iations, political parties cultural institutes, religious missions^

etc. Neighbourhood., sport, social and similar clubs which employ less

than the equivalent of two or moreemployees are.excluded. Also ex

cluded are the subsidiary commercial activities of private non-profit

institutions, such as eating and drinking facilities, publishing and

selling postcards and books, if the scale of these activities is

relatively large, owning and letting- dwellings and owning and providing

dwellings to staff. . ...

85. Thus far in the national accounts of most countries of the

region, the gross output of, and value added Ky^ these non-profit

institutions, their final consumption expenditure, etc., have been

included in the households sector in accordance with the previous S5TA.

Time will be needed to effect a new orientation in order to collect

the necessary data on production, consumption and capital formation,

etc., from these institutions.

86. The principal source of data will be these institutions themselves

The problems of estimation expected to be encountered will include (i)
the problem of statistical coverage of the sector,, (ii) the segregation

of the trading activities of these institutions from their other

activities, and (iii).the obtaining of data on fixed capital formation

and consumption of fixed capital from these institutions, among others.

("k) Expenditure on the Gross Domestic Products

87- In the paragraphs that follow, it.is intended to state the main

problems encountered only in respect of GDP by type of expenditure.

This will be done in a rather brief manner as the main problems of

estimation have already been described and analysed in some detail in

respect of GDP by kind of activity in the foregoing paragraphs.

(i) Private Final Consumption l&penditure.g

88. Almost all the countries of the region have estimated J;he flow

"private final consumption expenditure" by difference, that is,
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derived as a residual^ the total GDP being obtained from the pro

duction approach., Less than a dozen countries in the region have

compiled statistics on the composition of private consumption ex

penditure "by commodity group in accordance with the commodity classi

fication of the former S1A3 for a particular year or more. This is

mainly due to. the la.ck of data on a national scale from recently

conducted household consumption and expenditure surveys.

(ii) Government Final Consumption ijjxpenditure.,

89* Problems involved in-estimating the flow "government final

consumption expenditure" have already been stated in paragraph. 82. above

dealing- with producers of government services. In addiction, there is a

conceptual problem with respect to countries following the French

(Courcier) system. For them the1 data for general government refer to ■

those of "administrations", which include not only central and local

governments, but also private non-profit institutions serving house

holds and, in a large number of causes, "foreign administrations".

This renders international comparisons of the levels of government final

consumption expenditure difficult. A further problem pertaining to

inter-temporal comparison of national data arises from the fact that

in the case of some African countries, data on government final consum

ption expenditure include current transfers from abroad (e.g., foreign

government assistance., grants, budgetary supports, etc) for some years
but exclude these transfers for other years.

(iii) Increase in Stocks a

90. Data on changes in stocks art, available for a limited number of

African countries only- Even for these countries, the stock figures

often refer'to certain key crops of strategic importance (e.g., cotton ■

coffee, coooa, groundnuts,, etc.) and livestock (e.g., cattle) only.

The information on stock changes is often made available by marketing

boards^ limited information on stocks is also available for the manu

facturing industry, wherever regular censuses or surveys of production

are held.; On the otheihand, information on stocks in the traditional

sector of the economy (as distinct from the modern sector) and in the

hands of distributors is rarely available. ..As dairy, breeding and.

draught animals are now classified as fixed capital assets rather than

stocks in the revised "SNA* a problem will naturally arise as to what

proportion of the increment of livestock should be treated as fixed

capital formation and what proportion as increase in stocks, in the

absence of factual information on the absolute sises of say beef cattle

and dairy, breeding and draught cattle.

(i"0 Gross fixed capital formations

91, The-majority of^African countries.have used a combination of the.

commodity flow and the expenditure approaches in estimating fixed . ■

capital formation. In the case of machinery and equipment, the
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commodity flow approach has largely "been .followed. As local production

of such goods is not significant in most African countries, detailed

classification of import statistics provides the basis for estimation.

The c.i.f. value of imports plus duty and other indirect taxes and

■ estimated margins for transport? distributions installation and lega-1

fees, etc., usually, provides the necessary estimates. Where regular :.

censuses or.surveys.of.industrial production are held? information ,on.

fixed capital formation, "by type of asset is. usually obtained fox.the

industries covered (e,g., mining? manufacturing? electricity, and ,in

some cases? construction as well).

92. In the case of construction? the expenditure method has usually

been relied upon for estimating fixed capital formation by general
government1 and public enterprises and a few large-size-private enter-*"'

prises* .For construction in the private sector? estimates based.on

materials used (e.g. 9 cement for Ghana and Nigeria ?■ iron sheets for.

roofing for,Ethiopia), input-output.coefficients established for build

ing' and construction"9e.g.,Tunisia), and/or building permits issued

by municipal authorities?.etc., have been resorted to. In the case .

of traditional African-style mud huts building? outright arbitrary :

assumptions regarding the stock of such housing? its .average life.span9

average cost of its construction, etc.? have frequently been made-

In the case of some countries, such traditional type housing construe-'

tion has been considered as current consumption and not' included in

fixed captial .formation (e.g. s.Kenya? and Sudan for rural areas). The
reader. ..is referred, to .paragraphs 47-52 for further description of the

methods and. practices used by countries of the.region in estimating the

gross output of the construction industry? in particular? with respect

to that of own-account .construction in rural areas.

93, The main problems that have been or will be encountered includes

1. .The problem of gathering bench-mark data on thevsize of

■ ■ dairy? ..breeding and draught animals and data on the annual

fincrement of same?, as these animals are now treated as

fixed, capital assets in the revised SNA?-

2. The problem of obtaining returns regularly from builders

and contractors in order to obtain a good statistical

coverage so. far as tht- gross output and cost structure

:.of the industry is concerned?'

3* the problem of estimating the volume and value of own-

account construction ,in rural areas (e.g.? land improvement,

land clearance? farm building, irrigation? etc.)|

4* *ne problem of treating!

- Development expenditures Should this be treated as

current or capital expenditure?
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- Expenditure on research and,exploration for

■minerals, e.g., petroleums . .Intermediate

consumption or fixed capital formation? : .

94- The answer to 4. above is precise and specific in the SNA, that is,

such expenditure should be treated as current consumption expenditure ,

except that part of the expenditure which is embodied in tangible assets

e.g.,.. construction (Para. 6.63 fo the SNA). However, a number of .
countries in the region continue to treat the total of petroleum /

exploration expenditure as fixed captial formation. .

(v) jfeports less Imports of goods and servicess

95- lixternal Tirade data in countries of the region remain one of the

most readily available, .comparatively reliable and most important

sources of information-' The &a.t& have been considerably improved in

recent years, so far as the commodity classification used and the

frequency of publication are concerned. Almobt all African countries

have adopted, the commodity classification of the SITC or the BTN,

However* the data on exports and imports of goods and services for most

African countries still suffer from a number of drawbacks as followss

1« Data on servicess. For most, countries of the region data

on imports.and exports of services have ~been estimated on

a rather 'weak basis. Often the element on freight and

insurance for merchandise imported is estimated by rule-

. of-thumb, with little factual basis- For a fairly large,

number of ..the Franco-phone countries ..in Africa 8 balance *

of payments statistics have not yet been compiled on

anything near a regular basis, in accordance with the

Manual of the International Monetary

2. Timing of recording da tag In most cases, the recording of

data is on the basis of.physical movements, instead of

being on the basis of change-of-ownership as required for

balance of payments and national accounts purposes?

3- Coverage of data on goodss Due to inadequate administra

tion and the extensive land frontiers between African

■countries, intra-African trade has been .seriously under

estimated in some cases. A proportion of the trade

between neighbouring countries might be conducted on a

barter basis and .consequently .escape the trade and .payment

statistics of both countries. lUxamples are .the exchange

of goods between Ni^er, TJhad and Northern Cameroun on the

one hand, and Nigeria on the other. For some landlocked

countries as Chad, Central African Republic, Mali, ..Upper

Volta, Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland? etc., the problem of

■ getting acdurate "trade statistics, with adequate coverage
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and detailed commodity classification, must have been a difficult one
The problem of patrolling borders to prevent.smuggling and contraband

has constantly to be faced?

4. Basis of valuations In theory, the countries value
their "exports and imports of merchandise in accordance

with declared values. In practice, however, officially

fixed values for duty purposes have been used for

statistical compilation as well. This is the case for
most Francophone countries and some' of the English

speaking countries of tie region in the case of exp
and concerns such commodities as coffee, coooa5

etc. There is also reason to believe thct for some
countries the imports have been over-valued for the same

reasons.

■NATIONAL ACCOUNTS liiSTIMADliS AT CONSTANT rHICBSs

96. The availability of national accounts estimates at constant prices
.is summarised in Table 2. Information on the practices of.African
countries in the compilation of these estimates and the methods used
is contained in the I3CA secretariat paper gationalj^aotices at
Constant Prices in Africa (E/CN.14/MAC/23^ October 1966). Little is
to be added to~Vhat has already been said in thut paper. For methods
and discussions on conceptual problems in respect of national account
ing estimates, at constant prices, the reader is referred to Chapter 111

of the U.N. publication Series M, No. 2, Bev.3, and the paper prepared
by the U.N. Statistical Office entitled National Accounting- Data in

Constant Prioes (ST/STAT/15? 1966).

97. It suffices to say that with the progress of work in the countries
in the implementation of the xevised SNA and the need of the countries
to obtain growth rates for economic analysis and planning, further
progress in this direction is expected to be achieved in countries

of the region in the coming years,
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Questionnaire on Production Accounts, Commodity Balance's,

and Input-Output Analysis at "both Current and Constant Prices - -

Notes The questionnaire is divided into Parts A and B.

Countries which have not so far compiled^ and are not

currently compiling input-output tables are not

requested.to make replies to Part B of the questionnaire.

Part A, PRODUCTION ACCOUNTS AND COMMODITY BALANCESs •

A pro forma of production accounts for commodities and

industries (Accounts II A and II C of the revised SNA) as well
as Standard TatO.es 1, .2 and 3 and Table 28 of the SNA, is included

in Annex I to this questionnaire, for your reference* Also

pro formas of Account ,1. Gross domestic product and expenditure

of the Consolidated Accounts for the Nation, and of standard

tables 4? .6 and 7 of "t&e Revised SNA, are included in Annex II

to this questionnaire for the same purpose.

A»l» Have productio.n accounts in the form of Accounts II A and

II C of the revised SNA "been worked out for the economy of your

country as a whole, and "by kind of economic activity (e.g. the

major divisions of the ISIC), for any year or a period of years? '

And have data in the form of Account 1. Gross domestic product

and expenditure and any or all of standard tables 1, 2, 3? 4? 6

and 7 and Table 28 of the revised SNA been compiled for your

country? If so5 please specify in your reply the particular

accounts and tables that, have been compiled and indicates

a) The year(s) for which such accounts and/or tables have
been compiled. , .

b) The kinds of economic .activity (please list) for whioh
the accounts and/or tables, have been compiled*

c) The prices at which the -flows have been valued (e.g.
producer1s prices, purchasers1. prices3 etc.) in the

accounts and tables.

d) Name and special issue(s) of-national publications in'
which these accounts and/or tables were published (please
also' attach publication, if possible).

■ e) The sources of data and methods used in the compilation
of these accounts and -gables.

A#2 If production accounts have not so far been worked out for

the whole economy by kind of economic activity s but have been

carried out for some key kind(s) of economic activity only (e.g.

coffee9 cocoa, cotton, copper—mining, petroleum, etc.) in your
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country? please furnish the same types of-information as

requested in (a), (b), ,(c), (d) and (e) ae under A.I. above.

A,3. .. It is likely, that production, accounts-or tables may have
been compiled for selected regions or areas- in your country on
a global basis (i.e. without "breakdown into kinds of .economic
activity). If-so, please indicates

: a) The regions and areas for which production accounts
and tables have been compiled* . .

b) Year(s) for which these .data are available.
c) The prices at which the. production is valued.
d) Name and.special issue of publication in which these

accounts and tables were published (please also attach
publication, if passible).

e) The sources of data and methods used in the compilation
of these accounts and tables.

A. 4* Commodity balances show the supply and disposition of
commodities or commodity groups. Has your country compiled

commodity balances or tables of resources and uses by commodity
■ ■ group .so far? If the answer is "yes", piease. indicates ; ■ '

.a) The year(s) for which such balances have been compiled.
b) The commodity groups for which the balances have been

compiled (list the commodity groups used and please
attach •commodity classification used by your country
for this purpose). " . ■ . ■

c)"Name(s) and'special issue(s) of publications in which
these figures were issued (attach publications if

■ possible).

d) The prices at which the commodities were valued in
. these balances (e.g. producers1 prices3 purchasers*

■ prices, etc.). " ■

■ - e) Sources of data and methods of estimation in routing
the flows.

^•5* If commodity balances (or resources and uses table) have
been worked out for some key commodities only in your - country (e.g.,

coffee, cocoa, cotton, coppers petroleum,etc.),please list the

key commodities for which balances have been worked out and1 supply
information on (a), (c), (d) and (e) as listed under A.4 above.
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lability of national accounts statistics relating to produotlon,

capital fonsatlon aocounta Id Africa (Current prices)
ptioB ntpenditu

(In "x" iodlaatsB arailabllity of a particular statistical aeries)

Sub-ragien A Country

•> S
ft 3 ■
■n 5

Gross donsstio fiiad

capital fonaatlon

So

S

S3

*9 o c

Sorth AfIlc»l

Xoroooo

Sudan «

Tunisia

UAH

Caps Tards Ialsnftg

Qahosay ...........

Qimhia

Ghana .....••*....,

0u1jh« ,

Proxy Coast

Llbaii*

Hall

Hauritaela

Sign?

Nigeria

Portuguese Guinea .

Senegal

Sierxs Laone ......

Togo

Upper Volta

Prenoh Torritaiy of

Hadagaeoar

HeUvi

Sonalia ■

Southern Rhodesia

Tanunia

Uganda

Central ifrion

Burundi ............

Canerooti

Central African Bap.

Chad

Congo (SiaisaTlll*)
Congo (ElusbAaa) ...
Gabon

Bxanaa

Sao Toss & Frioolie

Equatorial Guinea ..

Angola

Estnun

LasBtho

South ifriot (Sep. of)
Kasibia (South Vast Africa)

(1) (2) (3) (5) (6) (7) CB) (9). (10) (U) (12) (13)

1965

1967

1969
1968

1969/70
1968/69

1963
1966

1969/70
1966

1962

196?

I36B
1967/68
1968

1966

1966/'67
1963
1968

196T
1966

1967
1961
1969

1°66

1969
1968

1969
1969
1969
1968

1365

1368/69
1964
1963

1967
1969
1966

1967
1963
1962

1963
196T
1967/68

1963
1967/6B

1969
1959

ft These accounts and tables, strlotly spealcingp beloog to inooiAe an& outlay aoooanta, and not to conouBption expenditure accounts. As fev African countries have so fa

oonpiled Tables 4 asd 6 of the ESi, nualy, goTemasnt final oonsuaptlen eipsBdltuxe by oost-ooDpoaitloa and purpose, and final consumption axpendlture of bouealiolde
they hare been included hera for ooKplataDoas' oake.

1/ Sefsxs to household oonBuBptlon iy ooaaiodit; group (of the Pracoh syatta) :
2/ Latest input-output table lefsra to 1966 (outmt frloes).
y The latest input-output tables ooapil»d laoluda, Sudan (1962/61), Tuniaik (1964), UAS {1966/6? in p

Senegal (1959). Kenya (1967, 1b pripareiion), Hadagisoar (1966), Sanbio (1966), Congo (SnaiaTilla)
V Poi 1959.
5/ For 1961.
6/ Befen to central goTemment rexsau* and azpendlturei

2/ Safera to rnreDu* and axpaodltur* or "adBlniatratioDa".

■epsratioo), Ivory Cottat (1967), Kali (1959). Nigeria (1959/60),
(1967), South Afrioa (1956/57), Tantania U9*l)-

071-588
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Table 2

Availability of consumer and wholesale price index numbers, 1955-197Q

Sub-regicfn and country Consumer price indices" Wholesale price indices

NORTH AFRICA

Morocco ...

Algeria ...

Tunisia «.«

Libya

UAH (Egypt)

Sudan ......

• . • » a

WEST AFRICA

. Mauritania \<>

Senegal -•=.«

Mali ........

Ivory. Coast »

Upper Volta «

Dahomey * • *....

Higer •

Gambia „

Guinea ..«....»..»..•>

Sierra Leone „ .».<>.«*.

Liberia

Ghana „..-,.,.*»<>..<>«•»

Togo 9... ..■i»»..

Nigeria a»..™..

CEHTHAL AERICA

Cameroun e»*e<>««*.«*«

Chad •»••«•••»«•'-•>.•»

Central African Republic

Gabon »«.ooflP«oec.a.-

Congo (Brazzaville)..

Congo (Kinshasa)•••••

EAST 'AFRICA

Rwanda .«.... > • • ■» <

Burundi •.«........

Southern Rhodesia

Zambia ••«.».«<.*...

Malawi .«.»» ■• ■

1955-1969
1955-1961, 1964-1967'

1955-1969
' 1964-1969

1955-1969 .

1955--1969

1961-1969

1955-1969

1955-1968

1958-1964

1964-1969

1956-1969

1965-1969

1955-1969

1955-1969

1961-1964, 1968-1969

1955-1969
1956-1964, 1966

■ 1959-1969 :'
1956-1969

1960-1969

1965-1969
1955-1969
1955-1969
1960-1964

"■ 1955-1969
1955-1961, 1964-1967

1955-1969

■' 1955-1969;
■ - 1955-1969

1955-19691/

1957-19.6Si/

1961, 1963-1968

1958-1968

1958-1969

9559|7

1961-1969-^
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Table 2 (cont*d.)

Sub—region and country

EAST AFRICA (cont'd.)

Madagascar ...........

Mauritius

Tanzania »

. Uganda ...,<,,....

Kenya • •.»<.. .*........

Somalia .0

Ethiopia *......

OTHER AFRICA

Comoro Islands

Seychelles

Reunion ,?............

Fr.Afars and Issas ...

Angola ...............

South Africa.

South West Africa.....

Botswana

Lesotho

Swaziland

Mozambique

Sao Tome and Principe.

Equatorial Guinea;....

Cape Verde Islands.,..

Portuguese Guinea ....

Spanish North Africa..

Africa unspecified ...

Consumer price indice '"Wholesale price indices

1955-1969^/
1955-1969
1955-1969

1955-1969
1955-1969
1955-1969

1963, 1965-1969

1955-1962

1955-1969

1957-1969;,

1955-1969

1955-

1955-1969

2/

For building materials only. . , .

For 196l~i965s Building materials only, From 1966 ,ons general

indezj including- building materials.

For imported and exported goods only* ,

Index for Africans; 1964-1969*
Representing capital cities only9 except in the case of Zambia,

TJARj Sudan, Southern Rhodesia, Mauritius and South Africa (UAR

as from 1968).
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TABLE 3

HiilB«nt»tion (aptual and Plumed) of -the HaVlBed SMA in te

Aoominta and Tablam

(An nxh indicates that particular aooountft o

3alooted Afrloan countria»

tailsa hsTa baas oonpilod being aonpilad)

ta and Tablaa of

HaTlaad 3BA
Uganda United Arab

if/

(2) (3) (4) (5) (7) (a)

The Standard Aaoauntei

Conafllldatsd aooounta for

the natloni

Aoaount 1.

Aaoount 3.

Aooount 5-•••••■••••••••■•
Aoaaunt 6.................

Production) oonouiiptiDii

elpenilitUTfl and ospitol

fomation looountsi

Aooouni* IIA ..........

Aoaountft IIC .....a.*..

Aoaouata IID ..........

C1b«s III. Ineone sad outlcy nd

ospital finonai *oeount*t

Bott-flnanolel oorporats

4 guni-oorporate •Btsppria

Financial lnatitutioDB ...

Houb<

Buooortiiur tabl«i

Standard

Table 20

Standard

Standard

„

Standard

n

Tabla

Table

Table

Table

^U'non^^l

Sapraian-t oounte and tables that praptired or pla •d to be

Hot«»i 1/ 7or iU 3 J-aaro 196*1966. , ,
2/ ?or 8 kinds of aotivity. Tic, (i) Agriculture, buatlng, forestry and fishinsi (li) Manufaoturins. Hining, eleotrlolty, g»e and nstBrj

(iii) COMtruotioni (It) Bholeasls ml rsiail trada and restauxwiti and hotelal (») Transport, atoragB and ooB»unioatiooB( (tI) Banking
and insufasasi (rll) Real aetBta sad ■errloaB randarad to sntarpriBMS and (riii) Cooaunitf and femoiuil nerrion.

\j For Tsbla 6i onl;, i.e. Final oonatmptlon aipenditun in iho doadttlo aarkct Ij objaot (laboaaj, 1966) Sudan, (1966 & 1J67).
£/ For T*bl« 7» onlj', ConpOBition of groai oapital fomatlon bj tjpa of capital gooda.

5/ For tin yaar» 1J66-19SB,
6/ SatB on nat acquisition of financial Baieta and net Inourraaoe of liBbllitiSB not glna.

7/ ?or tbs jaarB 1965-1968.

6/ for tb. jwrioi 1958/59 - 1968/69.
2/ For too yeac 19*8.

10/ Still under preparation.
11/ Thrae produotion Baetora ar» diotinguialiBd for these tcoount*, rts., (i) Aarloultuw, hunSing, foraatiy and fialilnsi [11) Mining and

quarrying, Banufaoturlng and hsndiar&ft, eleatrloiV and natai) (iii) Finance) inBUfanoe and real attatB.
12/ Far the period 1366-1968.
Ij/ Thi« table oaa be culled out of published utecial, although not azplloitl; glTBc.

14/ For the period 1963-1969. The tablsa for Kenja Ban be prepeied out of eilatine inforaatioB availablo.

fOnly far the year 1967t for vhioli an input-output table has been under ooBpils.tion.
Eftta refer to the period I960-1969, and sill be iseuad in th« publication "The Hatlonal Aooounta of UBanda, 1960-1969".

fSo infonation on tinds of activity for shicb produotion nocounta ut astabliahod.

For tha fieoal JBara 1966/67 - 1969/70, Th« tables are aipaoted to be raady in Ootobor 1971.

lg/ For 167 ooaoodit; groupi and oOBOBdltiaa*
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TABLE 4

APPARENT AVAILABILITY OB' 3SASIC EATA 3KMBS

(An

■Sub-region * Country

Berth Jtfiloai

Vast Ifliba

Eft 1

0 7 It

Geafttftl Afrioai

Central African Rap. ......

East Afrioat

HfeduatosT

2ambim

Other Afrioai

ffunbar of oountrlast

tion

I960'g ■

(1)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

27

(National)

■{.)

X

X""

X

X

&

X

X

X

X

X

. X

X

27

Agrioultura]

(Banpie)

196O'h

(J)

X

X

X

X

X .

x*

X

X '

X

X

x*

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

za

Household 1/

suivaya

(*)

U

B*

0

a

V

1,8

T

u,a

U,B

I

D

a

D

U

a .

u

»

~Em pioymAnt

0)

X

Ba

Ba

ftg

X

a

s*

a»

Bo

Ba

Bs

19

Induatrial

surveys

(«)

X

X

B>

Be

■

X

X

Be

Ha

X

Ba

fia

Ba

Be

Sa

Ba

20

littemal

trade

(T)

X

X

X

49

GffTt.

Accounts

(a)

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

""X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

45 .

Balance of

payirants

(9)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

IT

survey

distribution

(10)

x

X

X

X

X

6

l/ H Btaads for nEtlonil

i«r mrol esotor oolj.

pla wjxtoj-, »hloh gmn tort population and asrloaltiu*. ,,
hsld on * national wal* and eoaplataO. In • «m« of j«»p« (Hjirlu Aanaal Buial loonoalo 8ueva/a, IJ53/6O,

()

|

B(a) " " notional

?/ a* otanda Tax r*sular.
3/ A noltl-BiiiIKSB« national mapla wjxtoj-, »hloh gmn tort population and asrloaltiu*

^ Aertoultuial atapls m f
5/ Aleaiila (19«J-7l)i ^)

BiS.rta {1965-66)1 B«»g»X (X97O-71)!
toranda (1970-71)I Libaiia (1969-73)-



TABLE 5

PARTICIPATION IH WORLD POPULATION AND AGRICULTURAL CEBSU3E3 IN AFRICA,

1350, I960 and 1970 (ACTUAL AMD PUSHED)

//
Abbhc I

Sub-region * Country Participation in world population sens

1950
1970

(Aotual ft planned)

Participation In world agricultural

1950

1970

(_Ap "tual & piarmad j

Algeria

Libya ..1..........

Morocco ...........

Spanish North Afrie

Sudan

Tunisia ...........

WAR (Eeypt)

Haat Afrioa.

Cape Verde Islands

Dahopey ..........

Ghana

Guinea

Ivory Coaat

Liberia

Mall

Mauritania

Niger

!

Portuguese iluin

Senegal

Sierra Leone .<

Spanish Sahara

Togo

Upper Volta ...

(1)

1954

1952

1956
1947

1948

1953

East Afrioai

Comoro Islands

athiopia J/
Kenya

French Territary of Afara 2 lea

Mauritius

Reunion

Seychelles

alia

Southern Rhodesia

Uganda

Central Afrloai

Sep.

Burundi ...

Central Afr

Chad

Congo (Brazzaville)
Congo (Kins)
Habo

shasa)

Toms end Frinoipa

atorial Guinea ....

Angola

Botswana

Leeotho

EHaziland ,,

South Africa

South West Afrioa (Namibia)

1950

1956
1950

1956

1951

(2)

I960
196a

I960

I960

1963

I960

1962

1963
I960

1963
I960

195B-6O

1966 (P)

1962

1966~(P)

1961

1962

1957

1959
1963

196O/6I

I960

1964

i960

I960

(3)

1966

1971

1966 (P & H)

1966 (P)

PH)
1972

1973

1970

1971*

1971/74 (P)-

1973 Fpah)
1970 (p)

19T0 (p)

1969 (p)

1966 (pii)

1974 Cp 4 E)
1967 (P) .
19T0 (P)

1969

1967
1969
1969 PIS)

197a (p?
1973/74 P i H)

1973/74
1973/74
1972

1973/74 (p)
1969/70 (P £ B)
1970 (P)
19T0 (PAH)

1970 (P)

1970

1971

1966
1970
1966

1970

1970

AH)

(4)

1950/51

1949/50
1950

195O5''

1954

1950

195i

1950

1948/49
1950
1950

195«

1950

1950

1951
1950

1950

(5)

1964/65
i960

1962

1963^1 1964/65^
1961/63
1960/61

1963
1964
1964

1960/61

I960

1960/61
I960

1961/62
1961
1961

1961/62

I960

1959/60

1965

I960

I960
i960

I960

1961

1962
I960

I960

I960

1959/60

(6)

1970/71
3/

1970

1970/71

1971/T2

1970

1970/71

1971/72

1969/7CJ/
1974

\910"

1970/71

1970

1971

1971
1968/69

1972/73

1971/72
1970/71
1970/71

1970I/
1971/72
1970/71 2/
1972/73 ,
1970/71 1/
1970/71
1970/71

1966/69
1969/70

1971/72

Total number of oountrie

For population and housing censuses! Demographic ft Social Statistics Section of EGA secretariat.
For agricultural oanauaaBi Report of the 1960 Wrld Censuses of Agriculture Vol. It. published by FAO,
Roma 1968, and Review of Preparations for the 1970 World Cangua of Agriculture in Countries of the Afric
Region, a paper for the 4th Saaaion of -bha African ConnlsBion «n Agricultural Statistics, Algiers, 15-2C
Dec. 1969. This information on both population and agrioultuxal oensuess has been updated.

1/ Population census for urban areas, 1971 and sample surrey in rural areas, 1974.
2/ In columns (1) to (3) of the tabla, P - Population oennuai H - housing oeoaus.
%/ Pump acheJQa? only.
$] In 6 provinoes of northern Sudan.
5/ Then Nigeria ana British OaneroOB.
6/ Afrioan asrioulture only.
2/ Since the indication of tha period of tho census, no further infornatli

the census would be conducted.
vailable on nhe


